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David Herriot served almost 40 years in the Royal Air Force as a navigator, first on the
Buccaneer S2 and subsequently on the Tornado GR1. This volume recounts his early career
operating the Buccaneer on three operational flying tours plus a tour as an instructor on the
Operational Conversion Unit. With almost 2500 hours on an aircraft that was operated at high-
speed, in all weathers and at ultra low-level, his task in the rear seat was a demanding one. But
Herriot was more than just the guy in the back of a Buccaneer; he was, quite routinely, and often
to the exasperation of his seniors, the life and soul of any party that was taking place either at
home base or when overseas defending the flanks of NATO.This is an epic adventure for the
aviation enthusiast, particularly those with affection for the Blackburn Buccaneer, and is one that
provides a great deal more than the usual introduction to a specific aircraft type and the people
who flew it. Here the reader will find an absolute insight into life on a fast jet squadron, at work
and mischievous play during the Cold War and they will be introduced to some of the modern
Royal Air Forces greatest characters.



Adventures of a Cold War Fast-Jet NavigatorFor my grandchildren Oscar, Douglas, William,
Stewart and BeatrixTo the Memory of Squadron Leader Barrie ‘Wings’ ChownHe taught me
everything I ever needed to know about Flying, Navigating, Weaponeering, Drinking and Having
a Bloody Good Laugh!By The Same AuthorThe Buccaneer SongbookShort stories contributed
by the same author in:The Buccaneer Boys Out Of The Blue Out Of The Blue TooAdventures of
a Cold War Fast-Jet NavigatorThe Buccaneer YearsWing CommanderDavid HerriotForeword
byAir Chief MarshalSir Michael Knight KCB, AFC, FRAeSFirst published in Great Britain in 2017
byPen & Sword Aviationan imprint ofPen & Sword Books Ltd47 Church StreetBarnsley South
YorkshireS70 2ASCopyright © David Herriot 2017The right of David Herriot to be identified as
the Author of this Work has been asserted by him in accordance with the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1988.A CIP catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library.All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying, recording or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission from the Publisher in writing.Pen & Sword
Books Limited incorporates the imprints of Atlas, Archaeology, Aviation, Discovery, Family
History, Fiction, History, Maritime, Military, Military Classics, Politics, Select, Transport, True
Crime, Air World, Frontline Publishing, Leo Cooper, Remember When, Seaforth Publishing, The
Praetorian Press, Wharncliffe Local History, Wharncliffe Transport, Wharncliffe True Crime and
White Owl.For a complete list of Pen & Sword titles please contactPEN & SWORD BOOKS
LIMITED47 Church Street, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S70 2AS, EnglandE-mail: enquiries@pen-
and-sword.co.ukWebsite:The Adventures Of A Cold War Fast-Jet Navigatorwho was
often‘Temporarily Unsure of My Position’Tools of the Trade (J.F. Herriot)A professional navigator
is never ever lost, although he may sometimes be temporarily unsure of his position!The
Buccaneer YearsContentsAcknowledgementsForewordPrologueChapter 1I Learned About
Flying From That!Chapter 2Family Hold Back!Chapter 3S+ For DiligenceChapter 4Kicking My
HeelsChapter 5Per Ardua Ad AstraChapter 6Bring Your Own TowelChapter 7Panache Et
PrecisionChapter 8When XV Came to Laarbruch: What a Happy DayChapter 9NATO Trouble
Spots (1974–1978)Chapter 10Training, Trapping and TroubleChapter 11This Is The Life For You
And MeEpilogueGlossaryAcknowledgementsAbook of this nature is never the work of one
person and whilst I have done all the pen-pushing, or more appropriately these days, keyboard-
bashing, during its production, it could not have been completed without the wisdom, advice and
memories of many others. All of these have been good friends at some point in my RAF career,
and many have become solid, good and lifelong buddies to me - my wife and my family. In an air
force career that spanned almost forty years, like all of my kind, I have had more acquaintances
than the average man could muster in a lifetime. Some were fleeting in a bar in a far-flung land
and others just mates for the duration of a 3-year tour. To those who feature solely in that
capacity in this book, and who have helped to hang my tale together, I offer my sincerest thanks
to you.To those, however, who made each and every hilarious moment complete I offer the
biggest thanks. I had a ball and thank you very much for giving me your permission to relate our



story amongst the ‘Adventures of a Cold War Fast-Jet Navigator’. I use no hierarchical rank
listing but, as mates, merely list you in alphabetical order. So my sincere and faithful honest
thanks to: Ken Alley; Nick Berryman; John Broadbent; David Cleland-Smith; Tim Cockerell; Paul
Dandeker; Tom Eeles; Martin Engwell; Ivor Evans; Mike Gault; John Kershaw; Phil Leckenby; Art
Legg; John Lewer; Ken Mackenzie; Len McKee; Ray Morris; Kyle Morrow; Sir Peter Norriss; Mal
Prissick; Graham Seaward; Graham Smart; Colin Tavner; Frank Waddington; Les Whatling; Phil
Wilkinson; Jerry Witts and Peter York. Each and every one of you had a huge influence, some
good and some bad, on my RAF career!Helen Chown I thank for the friendship that she, along
with her late husband Barrie, has given me ever since we first met on XV Squadron at Laarbruch
in 1972 and for her encouragement to ‘write the story of what Mr Wings (and I) got up to!’ Helen,
frustrating as it sometimes was for you as you waited for Barrie to return from the bar, I am sure
that you will realise now that it was never my fault and that he was the definite ringleader!Sir
Michael Knight has been a pillar of support and encouragement, on and off, throughout the last
forty-three years. Particularly so following his acceptance of the presidency of the Buccaneer
Aircrew Association, which he held for twenty years. It was Sir Mike, as my very astute station
commander with his words in my final Annual Confidential Report on XV Squadron in 1974, who
ensured that I never became a ‘bag-carrier’ in my air force career. Ironically, in my capacity as
Honorary Secretary of the Buccaneer Aircrew Association, I have been his ‘bag-carrier’
throughout his presidency! More important than that, I very much appreciate him giving his
permission for me to publish our exploits together in Nevada with the words ‘publish and be
damned!’ There are few very senior RAF officers who would admit to being thrown out of a hotel
on the Las Vegas Strip, let alone permit to have the story published! For his foreword to my
memoir I am equally grateful as it describes me well and acts as an excellent scene
setter.Graham Pitchfork, Buccaneer navigator extraordinaire, and now renowned aviation writer
and historian, deserves special mention for being a marvellous help in guiding me throughout
the latter stages of my project and for leading me through the minefield that can be the
publication process. Never once did he show any vexation or impatience when he answered his
telephone to discover that it was only me on the end with another dumb question.No aviation
memoir would satisfy its audience if it did not contain a number of photographic plates that help
to illustrate the words on the pages. Whilst I hold a significant stock, some of which are included,
this book would be nothing if I had not managed to get in touch with and gain permission from
Nigel Price, Group Editor (Aviation and History) at Key Publishing, who provided many of the
excellent plates that feature the Buccaneer both in the air and on the ground. Also my sincere
thanks to Rick Brewell, erstwhile RAF photographer and oft-time winner of the air-to-air category
of the RAF Public Relations Photographic Competition, who provided the top quality air-to-air
photographs that adorn the cover. To Fleet Air Arm pilot Clive Morrell I offer my sincere gratitude
for admitting that it was he who, from the Altnacealgach Hotel bar, took the photograph of the
Buccaneer at very low-level over Loch Borralan in the North-West Highlands of Scotland and for
allowing me to publish it here. For the exceptional dusk photograph of Buccaneer XX901 outside



its hangar at the Yorkshire Air Museum I am indebted to Ian Finch, at the museum, for his
permission to use it. My thanks also go to Richard Somers-Cocks who was kind enough to
provide me with the photograph that links the start and end of my RAF operational flying career,
from Buccaneer to Tornado (more of which is planned in a second volume). Finally, to the late
Glenn Mason, I am most grateful for his permission to reproduce the cockpit view at low-level in
Glen Tilt; an image that evokes the thrill of what it was like to be down at low-level, sitting on your
right wing at 500 mph.From the moment I set out on this task I questioned in my mind whether it
was readable and would be of any interest to the general public. I was delighted, therefore, when
Pen and Sword Ltd took up the challenge of putting my story of my Buccaneer years into print.
Throughout the publishing process Laura Hirst, the company’s Aviation Imprint Commissioning
Editor, has been a most helpful guide and mentor over the long months that it has taken to
process the book to launch. I will be eternally grateful to her for having the faith to take my story
on and to encourage me at every stage of the production process. So too Ken Patterson, my
appointed editor, who has ploughed his way through it all correcting my text and providing very
helpful suggestions where necessary to enhance my English. I am most grateful to Ken for his
relaxed attitude to the whole affair and for putting me at my ease from the outset of our
relationship.Finally, there are two people who deserve my greatest appreciation for their
unstinting support and encouragement from my very first scribblings.Iain Ross was my first pilot
in my RAF career. Sat in our Buccaneer, as students on the operational conversion unit, he
assisted and encouraged this fresh-faced navigator to success and onward throughout our time
on XV Squadron together. Without his encouragement, support and help, there might never have
been any Buccaneer years to write about. We shared some very happy memories both as
bachelors in the mess at Laarbruch and as a highly effective operational crew in the cockpit. As
a result he has been a great help in the creation of this chronicle with his prompting of my
memory and correcting of some facts during its production. I will be forever indebted to him for
that and for permitting me to expose many of our mischievous escapades together.My wife Jo,
who had to put up with my long absences from home whilst I was serving, must have been
overjoyed at the prospect of my retirement and the likelihood that we would spend more time
together. Yet she complained not once when she discovered that my plan to write my memoir
would find me locked in my study for days at a time whilst I battered away at my keyboard.
Willingly and diligently she also took on the task of being the first person to read about what I got
up to, as she acted as my editor and appraiser for each and every chapter as it came off the
press. As a lay person she has helped me immensely in reducing the amount of jargon that
aircrew, by the very nature of their task, use routinely to express themselves. She has been
outstanding in her support throughout the project and I will always be grateful to her for that and
for giving me a ‘pink chit’ to complete it.ForewordAir Chief Marshal Sir Michael Knight KCB,
AFC, FRAeSSir Michael Knight. (Via Sir Michael Knight)It is yet another of those truths
‘universally acknowledged’ that, by the very nature of their professional ‘trade’, fast-jet military
aircrew tend towards the outrageous in their off-duty conduct. This was certainly the case with



the young David Herriot; though, like others before and after him, he went on to carve out a
serious – even illustrious – career as a Royal Air Force navigator and weapons instructor on two
fine front-line aircraft – the Blackburn Buccaneer S2 and the multi-national Tornado GR1.Our
paths first crossed (as often as not, literally so) when, as a young officer on his first tour in
Germany, he had the mixed fortune to find me as his long-suffering station commander. Some
years later, when we had both moved a little way up the promotion ladder, we met again at Nellis
Air Force Base in Nevada, where he and his fellow weapons instructors worked hard to lead me
astray in downtown Las Vegas. Not their most challenging remit, it has to be said.In quieter
times, the no longer ‘young Herriot’ became the extremely capable honorary secretary of the
famed Buccaneer Aircrew Association, of which I was its first president. Our lives have thus
been interwoven for upwards of forty years, and I can truly be said to know him well – ‘warts and
all’.To say he was a lively character in his early Royal Air Force career would be an
understatement. As a first-tourist bachelor living in the Officers’ Mess at RAF Laarbruch, he was
usually ‘front and centre’ when it came to high jinks in the bar after flying had finished for the day.
But, in the air, he was already on track to becoming a well above average and thoroughly reliable
operator who, whatever the circumstances, could get the job done. There followed three more
flying tours on the Buccaneer before he transferred his highly-developed skills to the Tornado
force – again in Germany.In a career which spanned some thirty-eight years and over 3,000
hours of frontline flying, in both overland and maritime environments, there is yet ample scope
for a little light relief, and the RAF’s Buccaneer aircrew were ever ready to indulge in the latter.
The aircraft, though greatly cherished by those who flew it, was certainly no pushover when it
came to high-speed, all-weather, ultra low-level and extremely challenging operational training.
That was clearly the case for its pilots; but for those sitting behind them, with no direct control
over the handling of the aircraft, it was a rather different story. Lacking a dual-control variant of
the Buccaneer, highlydeveloped crew co-operation and total mutual confidence between crew
members were essential; and it was a tribute to rigorous training and constant practice that the
force attained such impressive results – whether in the hands of its first operators (the Fleet Air
Arm), its only foreign air arm (the South African Air Force), or the Royal Air Force, which was
privileged to see out the final years of this fine aircraft.As is the case in an ever-evolving
operational environment, David Herriot’s was indeed a diverse and never less than interesting
career. In this book he has revealed all – or, perhaps more accurately, all that is not the subject of
military confidentiality, privacy or libel. The result is a fascinating narrative of life in the fast lane
as the UK and her NATO allies faced the threat of renewed conflict in Europe. Against that
sombre background, the book’s many episodes of light relief may appear ill-timed and uncaring,
but they also have their place in restoring some sort of balance to what might otherwise have
been a life of unremitting solemnity.One last thought: When challenged by another crew member
as to the progress of any flight, the ‘holding’ response of a navigator was, often unfairly, said to
be: ‘temporarily unsure of position’. In David Herriot’s case, the phrase has quite another
meaning; as he recalls the not infrequent occasions on which he has stood at attention, on the



carpet of one or other of his seniors, to explain his part in some excessively anti-social behaviour
in the Mess the previous evening. That he won through to become a respected and highly
professional member of a tightly-knit ‘band of brothers’ says all that needs to be said of this
always engaging military aviator.PrologueWhen I was a small child, like every other boy of my
years, I wanted to be a train driver; steam driven in those days. By the time I was nine, however,
a BBC ‘fly on the wall’ documentary series had encouraged me towards a career in medicine – I
was fascinated by the black and white images on a friend’s television screen that showed the
goings on in an operating theatre in a busy hospital. When I was thirteen and at a Scripture
Union camp, in a well-intentioned move to turn we early teenagers away from smoking, I was
shown a colour film of a man’s cancerous left lung being removed – and decided that a
surgeon’s life was not for me! Now thoroughly short of ideas and with no real desire to drive a
diesel-powered locomotive – it just wasn’t that romantic anymore – I flew in a passenger aircraft
for the first time and my life changed forever.A successful and highly entertaining thirty-eight
year career as a fast-jet navigator ensued. It wasn’t a job per se. To describe it thus would
suggest that it might have been tiresome and laborious. Maybe even give sense to a notion that I
did not enjoy it! A job is a job after all. It is something that we all have to do to put food on the
table and a roof over our heads. Flying in the RAF, for me at least, was a vocation. I loved every
minute of it – I got paid for doing something I loved. I went to work every morning, whether to fly
or man a desk, with a spring in my step. If I was ever lucky enough to be reborn I know I would do
it all again. So when my wife Jo, who has faithfully conducted the first edit, suggested that I
should put my experiences down on paper for others to enjoy, I decided to do just that after I
retired from the RAF in 2007.My first scratchings I deemed suitable only for the eyes of my
family. That audience, to my mind, seemed adequate. I wished purely to enlighten my children
who, in their youth, yawned at the very prospect of hearing another ‘there I was over the North
Sea at 100 feet and 580 knots’ story! I figured that they might prefer to read it at their own pace
rather than have to sit bored and with feigned interest. It was planned therefore as a short story
with little embellishment, but one that might teach them more about what I got up to in my youth,
both good and bad, and throughout my flying career.As the story developed I recalled more and
more of the humorous moments and events away from the cockpit rather than those in it. Tales
of alcohol-infused nights on detachment in Norway, Cyprus, Las Vegas and Lossiemouth, for
example, formed much of the pattern of my life in my early RAF career. Those high jinks that
were more often than not shared with Barrie Chown, my drinking buddie, became a recurring
theme as I continued to write.It was not all about drinking and partying, of course. Life in the RAF
is, after all, a serious business, but life in the RAF during the Cold War allowed a little bit more
leeway than it does today. And what now might be described as vulgar hooliganism was then
just deemed to be high spiritedness! And there was plenty of high spirit on the four operational
Buccaneer outfits on which I flew and on the stations upon which I served. Much of which I had a
happy knack of being involved in and not always having used my best judgment beforehand!
Through reference to my flying logbooks I managed to extract from my memory banks sortie



details of missions flown far too long ago for them to be at the forefront of my aging brain. Some
hairy moments in the back of a Buccaneer, and some amusing ones too, all sprang to mind as I
waded through the pages of these very precious logs. As I turned the pages happy memories
came flooding back. Stories began to jump off my keyboard and so the memoir grew. Life as a
Cold War navigator on a two-seat fast-jet bomber squadron in the 1970s and 1980s filled much
of my early career. I delighted at the memory of flying at 100 feet over the ocean searching for
and carrying out simulated attacks on warships. I contemplated the hours spent idly in the Quick
Reaction Alert shed for long periods of time waiting to man the West’s nuclear response to a
Soviet initiated Armageddon. I chuckled at the antics that my first pilot and I got up to over the
plains of West Germany at 250 feet on my first operational squadron and I dwelled, but not for
long, at the nerve-tingling moments sat as an instructor in the back of a Buccaneer with a
student pilot who had only ever taken the beast into the air once before – and I did not have any
flying controls; not that I would have known what to do with them had I had them. I laughed as I
recalled the mischief and stories that sprang from my memory of life in an officers’ mess on
operational RAF stations in Germany and the UK. And, I blanched when I remembered some of
the crazy things we did both professionally and socially on overseas detachments across the
length and breadth of the NATO alliance.My son, daughter and two step-daughters are now
adults with families of their own, and hopefully, one day, they will find the time to read my story.
Certainly, they will have to keep their copy on a top shelf until their children are old enough to
read some of the more ludicrous and seamier adventures that their grandfather got up to in his
youth, after a night on the beer! They are too young now and I need to retain some respect
around here.Jo, ever eager to support me and having now read my tale from cover to cover, has
encouraged me to publish the whole story, warts and all, and so I have.I hope you enjoy
it.Chapter OneI Learned About Flying From That!It was just another day at Nav School but,
unlike all the previous, today was the first day of the Night Flying Phase! We had completed all
the astronomy lectures; learned all about MOOs and MOBs and how to apply them to our star
shots; carried out Three-Position Line Fixing exercises in the classroom; studied the calculations
in our Air Almanacs and endured hours handling and manipulating the periscopic sextant that
we would fit into the astrodome of the Vickers Varsity T Mk1 when we eventually climbed aboard
dressed, as usual, in our green Flying Suits and Black Flying ‘Wellies’, and carrying not only our
sextants, but also the true symbol of our chosen profession, a Mk1A Flying Helmet with its cloth
inner and H-Type Oxygen Mask! We were, we thought, at twenty years of age, true pioneers of
the sky. A new generation of aviators destined to explore the skies of our world and defend our
nation against the Soviet hordes who had only some nine years earlier sealed themselves in the
East of Europe and aggressively threatened NATO and the Free World! There were medals to
be won here, chaps, but first we luckless students had to get through our first Night Navex, or
Exercise B14 as the staff preferred to call it, at No 6 Flying Training School, RAF Finningley!Pete
York and I had found ourselves thrown together on No 133 Course at No 2 ANS, RAF Gaydon1
in the autumn of 1969. Having started out his RAF career as a Cosford Apprentice, Yorkie had,



on completion of his initial RAF trade training, been commissioned, like me, as an officer in the
General Duties (Navigator) Branch. Consequently, he had arrived at Gaydon with much
experience of air force life, if not much experience as an officer. I, as a fresh out of school acting
pilot officer, knew that he was a man I needed to look to for guidance and security in the fraught
world that was the lot of a U/T Navigator in the traumatic training regime, where every move,
both in navigation and officer qualities, was watched, checked, reviewed and considered on a
daily basis. It was very much a case of ‘when I say jump, you say how high’ training system that
existed in the RAF at that time. We shared a room in the officers’ mess, drank and partied in
Doncaster together, and, when invited on Sundays, even went for afternoon tea to our
batwoman’s house in the local mining village of Rossington. Yorkie and I were a team who
worked, partied, took tea and flew together regularly.The Vickers Varsity T Mk1 first flew on 17
July 1949, some seven weeks after my birth. Built by the same company that built the Vanguard
turboprop airliner, that had first stimulated my interest in a career in aviation, the Varsity was
based on the earlier Viking, operated by BEA, and the Valetta – a military trainer and derivative
of the Viking – to meet Air Ministry Specification T.13/48, under Operational Requirement 249,
for a twin-engined training aircraft to replace the Wellington T10 and the Valetta T3 and T4. The
obvious difference between the Varsity and its predecessors was that, rather than being a tail-
dragger, the Varsity was equipped with a tricycle undercarriage. However, it also had a greater
wing-span, a longer fuselage and a ventral pannier to allow a trainee bomb aimer to lie prone in
the ‘lower deck’ in order to conduct practice bomb runs. This last attribute also permitted baby
navigators to conduct visual low-level navigation training from the comfort of a padded bed and
a panoramic window beneath the main deck of the Varsity.For those who seek the technical
specifications, the Varsity was equipped with two Bristol Hercules radial engines, was 67 feet 6
inches long with a wingspan of 95 feet 7 inches. Height at the tip of the tail was 23 feet 11 inches
and the total wing area was 974 square feet. Empty, it weighed 27,040lb and its maximum All Up
Weight was defined as 37,500lb. Each engine produced 1,950 horsepower and it was quaintly
known by those who flew it as the ‘Super Pig’, which was one step up from the Valetta, which
was merely ‘The Pig’! Operated by a crew of four, its maximum cruise speed was 250 knots at
10,000 feet, it had a range of 2,302 nm and, although we normally flew it at medium altitude, its
service ceiling was 28,700 feet! True to its nickname it had a sluggish, but not unexpected –
given its design – rate of climb of about 1,400ft/min! It was capable of carrying practice bombs in
an external carrier, but I never knew an occasion when that might have occurred and certainly
not at Nav School! The Varsity was withdrawn from service with the RAF in May 1976.The last
ever students to be trained as navigators, or Weapons Systems Officers as they were by then
called, at the Nav School at RAF Cranwell in 2011, would have learned to navigate using
sophisticated aids such as GPS or INAS. However, at 2 ANS in 1969 no such technological
sophistication existed, so our training focussed on learning the art of the Manual Air Plot (MAP)!
This very basic method of air navigation required a continuous plot to be made of the true
headings steered and the air distances flown, and the identification of the resultant track errors



based on the discovery of the actual wind. Having prepared one’s chart with the tracks to be
flown between each turning point, a MAP required the navigator to adopt a rigorous and regular
fixing cycle, and by advancing a previous position to a new one on the basis of assumed
distance and direction moved, known as Dead Reckoning, a prediction of where the aircraft will
be at a given time in space could be deduced. If successful, a heading correction was made in
order to regain track effectively and efficiently; the method is known as ‘DR’ing Ahead’ and was
usually based on a six-minute cycle. For it to be effective, it was essential that the pilot flew the
aircraft at a constant Indicated Air Speed (IAS) which, in the case of the Varsity, was 180 knots
or 3 nm per minute.To assist the navigator, the Varsity was equipped with a number of Second
World War vintage Navigation Aids, prime of which was Gee. Developed to assist Bomber
Command raids on mainland Europe, Gee used a three-phase electronic system that relied on
pulse transmitters which were located in the south of England. A location chosen in order to
allow greater and more accurate coverage of the now erstwhile Third Reich rather than support
young students in the air over the UK. It worked on the principle of measuring the difference in
arrival time of pulses from two of the transmitters. The receiver in the Varsity picked up the
pulses from the three stations and displayed them on a Cathode Ray Tube at the navigator’s
station where they were manipulated and refined to allow each arc on the ‘Gee Chart’ to be
plotted and, from the resultant crossing point of each, a position fix could be identified and
transposed onto the nav’s main Mercator plotting chart. If used accurately and with strong
signals from all three stations, Gee could be accurate to about one nautical mile, which in the
1940s was actually pretty acceptable, and in the 1970s was more than adequate for a U/T Nav
to cope with!The aircraft was also equipped with Rebecca Mk IV, another wartime navigation aid
that worked on a similar principle to Gee, but allowed the navigator to obtain radio position lines
to establish a three position line fix rather than a positive radiobeacon based fix like Gee. We
also learned the art of visual navigation. Initially, this was done by standing between the two
pilots to obtain a visual position line from a coastal landmark such as Land’s End or
Flamborough Head. However, in the latter stages of the course, we planned our route on a
250,000 scale topographic chart and ‘route-crawled’ from pinpoint to pinpoint whilst lying in the
bomb-aimer’s position on the lower deck. Of course, just as celestial navigation required the
aircraft to be above cloud, visual navigation could only be undertaken when in visual contact
with the ground!One of the strangest, but simplest, pieces of aircraft navigation equipment in the
Varsity was the Drift Sight, situated just inside and forward of the entry door on the port side. The
Drift Sight was nothing more or less than a periscope that was set at right angles through the
skin of the aircraft with a reticle scale of parallel lines etched on its lens. By using the simple
technique of following two points on the ground with a pencil linked to the lens mechanically, one
could use the resultant trace to calculate the drift. After landing you could often tell when a baby
navigator had taken a drift sight reading as he would have black boot polish smeared around his
right eye; a common jape by some of the more senior students against the junior courses! Up
front, the pilot was able to keep an eye on his position by using the information received from



NDBs and VORs, but these were not available to the student navigator routinely and usually only
when the MAP had completely collapsed.The Basic Navigation Course was nine months long,
and for me, it started on 131 Course at 2 ANS on 7 September 1969, but lasted not more than a
month initially! Attending the SMC for an aircrew medical, shortly after my arrival, the ‘Doc’
identified the lump in my right groin as a hernia. I too had noticed it months previously, but, as it
caused me no concern or pain, had chosen to ignore it. Not so our eagle-eyed medical expert,
who immediately declared me unfit for flying, grounded me and arranged a short period of
residence at RAF Hospital Halton, near Aylesbury, where I was to undergo surgery to repair the
hernia. In the late twentieth century, medical science and techniques had advanced significantly
and such repairs were usually conducted by keyhole surgery with the patient recovering
sufficiently to be discharged on the same day as the operation. Not so, however, in the dark days
of the mid-twentieth century! A hernia operation then was a fairly serious affair, where an incision
that required, in my case, eleven stitches to seal the skin and necessitated a ten-day sleepover
under the tender mercies of the RAF PMRAFNS sisters!The operation was due to take place on
the Monday morning, so I duly reported to Halton on the Sunday afternoon and was housed
suitably and comfortably in ‘The Officers’ Surgical Ward’ – I was the youngest and most junior
officer in the place and, so remote was I from my family in Scotland, received no visitors during
my incarceration. However, never one to be depressed or crestfallen, I determined to make the
most of my stay.The PMRAFNS sisters were all older and more senior than me, but I was sure
that I could win them over and some of the younger ones might even be winnable if I played my
cards right! After all, I was ‘aircrew’ with an aircrew’s zest for life, an innate ability to make people
laugh and, inherited from my mother, a natural tendency to look on the bright side! So, having
unpacked my small bag of personal belongings I climbed, as ordered, into my RAF-issue
pyjamas (blue, white and grey flannel with a cord tie) and settled back on my bed to await the
first contact! It was not long in coming! A very smart but burly lass, with a very starched apron
and flyaway starched headdress, approached clutching a small silver tray, a loaded shaving
brush and a safety razor! Instinctively I knew that this was a ‘No Nonsense’ moment and that
submission was probably the best answer to having my nether regions shaved! Without a ‘How
do you do?’ the covers were whipped back and I was invited to lower my pyjama bottoms. Now
terrified, she must have noticed my pleading eyes, I had said not a word, because she suddenly
softened, offered me the ‘equipment’ and told me she would be back in ten minutes. The relief I
felt must have been obvious as she smiled demurely as she walked back to the nurses’ station;
although, thinking back after all these years, it was probably a regular joke played out in the
Officers’ Ward between like-minded souls! True to her word she returned at the appointed hour
and, having relieved me of the equipment, thrust a magic marker in my hand and told me to write
‘RIGHT’ in bright red lettering on my right groin so that ‘the surgeon doesn’t get the wrong one’! I
thought these were intelligent people who knew their left from their right, but apparently not!The
operation went without a hitch and by the Monday afternoon I was back in the ward recovering
from my ordeal. The nurses were brilliant and, apart from slight nausea, I was soon on the road



to recovery. When I recovered fully I became aware of a new patient who had been admitted in
the bed next to me; a flight lieutenant navigator who was in Halton to have his tonsils out. He was
very sociable and, delighted to discover that his new acquaintance was a U/T Nav, he soon
began to regale me with tales of his time on the Vulcan and what life on a squadron was like. I
was aware that he did not quite fit the mould that I had imagined an operational navigator might
seem! This uneasy feeling was confirmed when he pulled back the covers from his bed in order
to show me the navigator’s brevet that he had stitched onto his RAF-issue pyjamas! I freaked
some hours later when he got up to go to the toilet and donned his dressing gown, which also
had a navigator’s brevet stitched to its left breast! Just what kind of career had I chosen and
could all navigators be quite as odd as this chap? My concern deepened when he called back to
me, ‘We all do it! You’ll do it too when you graduate as a navigator!’I next met him again some six
years later when he arrived to join 12 Squadron at RAF Honington on the Buccaneer; his career
there did not last long as he was subsequently taken away by ‘men in white coats’ after declaring
to his flight commander that he would kill himself if his name appeared on the next morning’s
flying programme! If only they had asked me earlier I could have saved them all the time and
trouble! Anyway, as this story will hopefully explain later, when you meet some of my aircrew
friends, I need not have worried. His removal, however, did restore my faith in the Navigator
Branch and in the ‘System’!I managed to maintain a civil if short-lived association with him in
Halton before he took his leave following his, unlike mine, minor surgery. After his discharge,
however, and without personal visitors it was something of a lonely existence. Nevertheless, I
was grateful for the short contact and sympathy that I received from other visitors once they had
been informed of my circumstance. Indeed, I became quite the most popular patient during
visiting hours as they would all come to my bed to ask me how I was doing. As the days passed,
however, it became apparent that the anaesthetic had had a debilitating effect on my bowel
movements. I was quite constipated and, although having a pee was not a problem, anything
more was out of the question! It was explained to me that I ‘had to go’ before I could be
discharged! Remedies were explained to me and by about Day 8 post-op, the first of these was
administered. Two Senna Pod laxative tablets were inserted ‘PR’, as my wife, the Registered
Nurse, calls it, so use your imagination here folks, and I was told to make my way to the toilet in
about thirty minutes when they would have had their magical effect. Always one to obey orders, I
dutifully set off slowly, my groin was still quite stiff and sore, towards the toilet watched by a
growing bank of concerned visitors.I sat down to contemplate what might happen and opened
my bowels only to hear the definite ‘plop, plop’ of two unsuccessful laxatives striking the surface
of the water on their way to service the needs of a constipated mackerel somewhere
downstream! Being young and naive I remained where I was imagining that something close to a
new dawn would occur before very long! It did not happen; there was no new dawn for APO
Herriot! Despite the discomfort of both the toilet seat and the pressure in my gut, I even
managed to doze off! Suddenly, I was awakened by the voice of the senior ward sister shouting,
‘Has anyone seen Pilot Officer Herriot?’Quickly recovering my composure, I hollered, ‘I’m in



here!’Promptly, I saw the bulled black shoes of the sister underneath the cubicle door, ‘What on
earth are you doing in there,’ she asked.‘Nothing happened,’ I responded. ‘So I have been
waiting to see…’Before I could finish, she exasperatedly told me to wait there and she
disappeared without another word. Five minutes later her hand appeared below the door
clasping two more laxatives and a surgical rubber glove!‘What do you expect me to do with
these?’ I said, now clutching my stomach which was becoming quite tight and painful!I kid you
not, this was her response: ‘Put the rubber glove on, insert the two tablets in your bottom and
hold them there for thirty minutes and that will sort you out!’Thirty minutes later I was
disappointed to hear, once again, the ‘plop, plop’ of the laxatives hitting the surface of the water
and knew, from my very recent experience, that nothing at all had been ‘sorted out’. I flushed my
last remnants of medical hope down the loo and started the now much slower return to my bed
to the accompaniment of many ‘ohs’ and ‘poor lad’ from those visitors who had witnessed the
whole horrible saga played out before them in the past two hours that constituted the visiting
period that afternoon. I had been in that toilet for what had seemed like the rest of my life and
nothing had changed. I felt very miserable and extremely dejected, so curled up and went to
sleep!Twenty-four hours later, a doctor appeared at my bedside during rounds and informed me
that if nothing ‘moved’ today, then serious steps would have to be taken the following day to
clear the blockage. I was too scared to ask what ‘serious steps’ might involve. Nothing moved
that day nor did it the following morning! The following afternoon, I heard those words that I now
know strike fear into the heart of the strongest man!‘We will have to give you an enema,’ said the
quite cheerful doctor, although he did have quite a serious expression on his face! I knew what
an enema was; it had often formed the basis of schoolboy humour at the High School of
Glasgow. I knew that it involved piping, jugs and warm soapy water, but I had no idea of the
actual effect that it could have on the human anatomy! Consequently, I staggered along to the
appointed room and to my fate under the watchful and sympathetic gaze of the knowing crowd
of onlookers who were my usual concerned group of ‘visitors’. The potion was duly
administered, but only after a stern warning that, ‘if you feel anything happening, just kick me
aside and run to the ‘loo’’ had been given. If you have not experienced the warm glow of your
bowels being filled with warm soapy water then let me tell you, you have not lived. It is not too
unpleasant and, if you will excuse the pun, it is quite a fulfilling sensation.However, there was
never any chance of me suffering what must be the human bowel equivalent of a nuclear
explosion during the delivery of that enema in 1969. I became aware of the nurse actually
holding the last jug aloft whilst she emptied the remnants of the soapy solution into my body.
‘Nothing?’ she asked as she placed the jug on the table beside my head.‘Nope, not a sausage,’ I
joked, but she was not laughing! Having tidied myself up, I was invited to return to my bed with
the encouraging words of, ‘something will happen soon’ ringing in my ears. The faces of the
visitors and other inmates oozed sympathy as I now wandered ever slower, now with my cheeks
firmly clenched, back to my bed.Some twenty minutes later, there was a rumbling in my gut akin
to what I imagine the first tremors of Vesuvius felt like to the population of Pompeii just before



they were calcified into a tourist attraction for the rest of their days! I leapt from my bed and, as
best I was able, positively sprinted the length of the ward to loud cheers and applause from the
assembled patients and guests. I returned from the toilet area with my head held high and with a
positive strut to my step; a man reborn who had just shed a very heavy load, literally! Stitches
removed, I was discharged from Halton two days later and returned to Gaydon to join Yorkie on
133 Nav Course.Before being let loose in the air, we had to spend hours and hours in the
classroom understanding the principles of air navigation and becoming familiar with the tools of
our trade. We had been to ‘Stores’ and been issued with the basic instruments that are dear to
the heart of any navigator, many of which would have been second nature to any geometry
student, but, as will become apparent later, not to me, as I was no mathematician during my
school days! Odd, therefore, that I was now pursuing a career that had maths at its foundation!
Amongst this plethora of 4H pencils, dividers, compass sets and rulers were some more exotic
items such as the Douglas Protractor, which was a very sophisticated piece of plastic for
measuring bearings, and back bearings, through 360°, but most unusual of all was the Dalton
Computer, a circular slide rule, upon which, and based upon known inputs such as OAT, IAS and
Heading, a navigator could calculate the TAS, wind vectors, drift, Mach Number and such like.
Amongst much RAF memorabilia I still have in my collection the Computer Dead Reckoning, as
it’s technically known in the RAF, that I used on my days on the Buccaneer.We practised MAP
techniques, undertook simulator exercises, learned how to use our Nav Aids and spent
interminable hours with Flight Lieutenant Stan Barrett who taught us all the radio theory, and
more, that we would ever need. Stan also put us through our paces with learning, reciting and
testing on the Morse code! At Nav School, students were required to be proficient in Morse and
pass a test that required a ‘reading speed’ of eight words per minute. The Morse test was one of
the most difficult exams on the basic course to pass. But pass you certainly had to, and a
number of students, that included me, had to retake the test a number of times before
successfully moving on. Frustrating, as I now know that I rarely had to use Morse in anger in my
later career and, when I did, had plenty of time to refer to the guide on the back of an En-Route
Supplement before interrogating the code being pumped out by a particular beacon or airfield
ICAO identification light! Stan Barrett was not only expert in his knowledge and teaching
methods, he was also one of the RAF’s great characters which helped make radio theory a
pleasure to learn. We undertook adventurous training in Wales, trekking across interminable
stretches of moorland carrying pine poles great distances to prove our worth as leaders of men.
And, of course, we drank beer!Copious amounts of ale were consumed in the officers’ mess bar
at Gaydon and it seemed that, since the staff joined us in this pursuit, it was accepted as part of
our new life or, maybe, we were even being given marks out of ten on our alcohol capacity!
Nobody seemed to be ‘chopped’ following these often raucous drinking bouts, so I can only
assume that drinking to excess was a requirement and was one of the training objectives
stipulated in the syllabus! I cannot remember which poor student had been incarcerated in the
SMC but it did seem quite appropriate and responsible during one particularly heavy drinking



session to go and get him so that he could join us in the officers’ mess bar. The ‘patient’ slept
very soundly that night in the bar and was returned to the SMC the following morning before Met
Brief! I suspect the fact that we did not just ‘collect him’, but pushed him in his bed,
accompanied by all his belongings in his bedside cabinet, from the SMC down the hill, past the
main gate and into the officers’ mess bar for the rest of the evening was not quite appreciated by
the medics and Group Captain Dawson, the station commander. However, when they did find
out later the next day, nobody seemed to bat an eyelid; ‘High Spirits’ were alive and well in the
RAF of the mid-twentieth century.It was during one such session that I had a very interesting
conversation with our course commander. Before embarking on his tour as a staff navigator at
Gaydon, he had been a Transport Command navigator on an Argosy squadron. In the bar on this
particular evening I had professed my long-held desire to become a fast-jet navigator, preferably
in an aircraft that would take the war to the enemy and deliver bombs. I knew that my course
commander was not a fan of the ‘bomber boys’, but was unaware that he held quite so deep-
rooted prejudices against them. So it came as something of a surprise when he accosted me
later in the toilet and quizzed me about my motives for wanting to ‘drop bombs on people’ as he
put it. I soon realised that he was challenging me on the ethics of carrying out aggressive acts in
time of war. I was slightly concerned that he had chosen the Gents’ at Gaydon to conduct this
‘interview’, but was even more disturbed that an officer in the RAF, and one in such a position of
influence amongst young navigators, could hold quite such strong views. Notwithstanding both
the amount of alcohol that we had both consumed and that he was both my senior and my
mentor, I held strong to my view that the RAF was a war-fighting service and that the first
principle of such a service was to deter, by whatever means, the acts of an aggressor and
defend its borders and its population when and if war came. Despite veiled but sustained
pressure during the rest of the course to steer all his students towards ‘heavies’2, I managed to
maintain my resolve that one day I would become a fast jet navigator.The Flying Phase of the
course commenced on 19 December 1969. The syllabus consisted of one hundred and ten
hours on the Varsity followed by sixty hours on the Advanced Navigation Course, flying in the
Dominie T Mk1. The two courses were, however, ‘stand-alone’, but the latter could only be
undertaken by those who had successfully completed the basic phase. During the nine-month
Basic Navigation Course, the Varsity was flown with two U/T Navs occupying the First and
Second Navigator positions in the aircraft. The role of the First Nav was to complete the syllabus
task using only those navigation aids permitted, whilst the Second Nav kept a ‘Safety Plot’ using
direct fixing aids such as Gee. Occasionally, a Staff Nav would fly with the crew to both assess
the work of the First Nav and monitor the ‘Safety Plot’. Each student had, of course, to fly as First
Nav on each of the twentyone syllabus sorties. Second Nav sorties were, therefore, a bonus and
allowed the U/T Nav to either gain a sneak preview of what was coming next or consolidate his
knowledge by producing a perfect Air Plot Chart with a full Navigator’s Log that demonstrated
his fixing prowess to whomsoever should be interested in it. However, since the Second Nav’s
work was never assessed, it was always a hope that one would first be programmed to ‘follow’



on a syllabus sortie rather than ‘lead’ and lose the opportunity of a sneak preview! I have no
intention here of reciting, fix by fix, each and every mission that I flew whilst at Nav School, save
to say that each placed its own demands upon me, but all were completed satisfactorily and
above the pass mark required.The Flying Phase started with a slow build-up using MAP and a
Gee-based fixing process. The pressure was then increased as we were forced to abandon GEE
and resort to Three Position Line Fixing using Rebecca Mk IV. Subsequently, Day Astro sorties
were flown, obtaining position lines in order to familiarise us with the periscopic sextant in the air.
Given the distances involved between the aircraft and the celestial body, aircraft speed, height
and attitude were critical. ‘Standby for Astro’ was the common cry on the intercom to the pilot
who would then disengage the autopilot so that he could hold the aircraft steady for the duration
of the sun or star shot. Time-based calculations to compensate for movement during the ‘shot’
were undertaken prior to take-off, so it was imperative that ‘shots’ were taken at the preplanned
clock time, as even a few seconds either side rendered the resultant position line inaccurate.
Movement of the Observer (MOO), the distance moved through the sky by the observer’s eye
during the shot, and Movement of the Body (MOB), the celestial body’s relative movement in the
sky during the shot, were bread and butter calculations for student navigators. It all just added
more pressure on the already overworked and apprehensive First Nav.In the latter stages of the
basic course and throughout the Advanced Nav Course, position line fixing was routinely
undertaken using bearings from three different sources: radio; visual; or astronomical. A Two
Position Line Fix, by its very nature, is less accurate than a Three Position Line Fix. However, it is
not common for three lines, once plotted on a chart, to provide the navigator with a fix where the
crossing point of each line coincides at an exact and single position on the chart. The resultant
triangle is thus known as a ‘cocked hat’. To resolve the actual position, the navigator then has to
bisect each of the three angles within the cocked hat, apply empirical correction factors to each
of the three lines in order to produce the MPP of the aircraft at that time from whence he can
then ‘DR Ahead’ and regain track as described earlier. It is also better to obtain position lines
that intersect at 90°, as the more acute or obtuse the angle of intersect, the less accurate the fix
would be.So it was no easy matter learning my trade, it was complex and demanding and the
enforced six-minute fixing cycle that we had to abide by made a four-hour thirtyminute sortie in a
Varsity an adrenaline pumping and distressing exercise for the First Nav. I remember well being
petrified every time I walked out to the aircraft to take my backward-facing seat on the left-hand
side of the Varsity Nav Station. Not so, however, the task of being Second Nav, which was a
breeze compared to the torture suffered when being assessed to his left. Like most piston-
powered aircraft of its era, the Varsity had a distinct and unmistakable ‘greasy rag’ smell that
filled your nostrils from about fifty feet and did nothing to calm the nerves or suppress the feeling
of nausea as you climbed aboard. As the crew walked to the aircraft, each member was borne
down by the equipment required to complete his task. This included, not only a bone dome and
nav bag stuffed with all the documents, supplements, charts, navigational instruments and
manuals required, but also a Second World War Irwin parachute harness, which restricted one’s



movement considerably on the ground, and a heavy parachute chest pack which was discarded
once on board, but left prominent and accessible should the day ever dawn when one had to
leap out the access door having first grabbed your ‘chute and clamped it to the two strongly
sprung clips on the chest straps of the harness. Thankfully, that day never did dawn for me,
although it came close once whilst flying as Second Nav over the Bristol Channel towards the
end of the Basic Nav Course.In May 1970, Gaydon closed its doors as an RAF station for the
very last time, it is now the Heritage Motor Museum, and with it so too did No 2 Air Navigation
School. The Advanced Navigation School (No 1 Air Navigation School) also closed at RAF
Stradishall in Cambridgeshire and students at both locations packed up their possessions and
headed off to RAF Finningley in South Yorkshire, to continue their studies at the new No 6 Flying
Training School, still under the command of Group Captain Dawson.About the same time, the
GEE Chain was switched off and the Varsity was reequipped with the DECCA Navigator System
as its primary navigation aid. It was a step-change from Gee, but caused many a U/T Nav
heartache as they struggled to come to terms with the new charts, radio technology, and
interpretation of the three dials for the Red, Green and Purple Chains, but, more importantly,
trying to work out when, why and how one was supposed to interpret the fourth dial – The Spider
– which had been invented purely and simply to bugger up any prospect of us getting an
accurate fix at the required time. Of course, by now the senior course at Basic Nav School, we
had little need of DECCA other than to carry out the Safety Plot as Second Nav – I just really did
not get it!On 7 July 1970, Mike Straw was to navigate WJ889 by the stars on our first Night
Navex, with Flight Lieutenant Mike Sykes in command, from Finningley out into the North Sea,
thence towards Aberdeen and back to Finningley past Edinburgh and Newcastle. The sortie was
to be flown at medium altitude and at an airspeed of 180 knots, a bonus for a baby navigator, as
anything divisible by sixty is helpful in terms of calculating miles flown per minute! My role in this
affair was minimal as all I had to do was master the use of DECCA for the first time as Mike’s
Second Nav! The planning and briefing were uneventful. I had refreshed myself on the required
DECCA fixing cycle, drawn the route on my Mercator Navigation Chart and produced a suitable
Flight Plan. I had also checked all Mike’s MOO and MOB calculations for his Astro fixes and
reassured him that he was ‘on song’ and that the sortie would be a breeze! The crew coach
pulled up outside the Ops Block and we were driven, like true Bomber Command heroes before
us, out to WJ889. It was late in the evening, but not quite dark as we approached our trusty
steed. The Varsity was already connected to its generator and lights glowed through the square
windows of its fuselage. We lumbered from the bus onto the dispersal wearing our Irwin
parachute harnesses, each nav weighed down by his bulging Nav Bag and and oxygen mask!
Mike also lugged the quite heavy periscopic sextant that he would eventually ram into its
location in the upper fuselage just ahead of the navigator station. Each of the five aircrew – we
had a Screen Navigator – also carried a box of aircrew rations to sustain us on what was
planned to be a four-hour night flight into the skies of Northern Britain. We climbed on a heading
of 045° out of Finningley for 63 nm towards Flamborough Head. Given the Super Pig’s poor rate



of climb, it took us rather longer than that first leg to reach our cruising height of 17,000
feet.Airspace generally is divided into below 24,500 feet, where Quadrantal FLs are flown, or
above 24,500 feet where Semicircular FLs operate. Thus Basic Nav course students had to
learn the principle of the former, whilst Advanced Nav course students, flying in the Dominie,
followed the Semicircular principle. These principles are mandated by ICAO and are designed to
facilitate safe separation between aircraft that are flying with the altimeter set to the Standard
Pressure Setting of 1013mb rather than the QNH or a QFE, and who are operating under IFR
conditions. The required altitude is ordered by the ATC agency providing a radar service and
varies dependent upon the heading, by quadrant or semicircle, being flown. In Quadrantal terms,
aircraft flying a heading between 0° and 089° are allocated ‘Odds’; those between 090° and
179° ‘Odds + 500 feet’; 180° and 269° ‘Evens’; and those between 270° and 359° ‘Evens + 500
feet’. All more ‘stuff’ for us would-be navigators to absorb and put into practice! All would change
when we moved forward to fly the Dominie when ‘Odds’ covered the headings 0° to 179° and
‘Evens’ matched those headings from 180° to 359°.Overhead Flamborough, having taken a
DECCA Fix to ensure his position, Mike called for the captain to turn onto 001° towards our next
turning point abeam Aberdeen. The leg was 180 nm long and, at 180 knots, would take exactly
one hour to complete. Mike settled down to prepare himself for his first Astro Three Line Position
Fix which would happen some twenty minutes into the leg. Meanwhile, I took responsibility for
ensuring that we remained on the fuel plan line whilst struggling to work out just how Mike had
managed to gain the DECCA Fix on the four spinning dials in front of us. I could see and
understand the Red, Green and Purple indicators, but what, please somebody remind me, was I
supposed to do with that bloody spider that was so essential to the accuracy of the fix!Before I
knew it, Mike was struggling past me with his sextant and ramming it into its aperture above our
heads.‘Navigator to Captain, Steady for Astro,’ he instructed over the intercom.Mike Sykes
responded with, ‘Steady for Astro’, as he slipped WJ889’s autopilot to neutral and flew the
aircraft manually for the duration of the fix.After some minutes, I heard, ‘Astro complete’, which
received an echo response from Mike Sykes as he re-engaged the autopilot and relaxed back
into his seat to enjoy the mood and banter with his co-pilot on a sortie that was for them quite
routine. Not so for those in the sweat box down the back.Mike started to plot his fixes on his
chart whilst, at the same time, he entered all the necessary details on his Navigator’s Log. I was
impressed with his work and contented myself in the knowledge that his progress on the course
had been solid and that if I never managed to take a DECCA Fix that night it would not matter as
he was bound to keep us ‘on course’ and ‘on time’. I was grateful that the Screen Nav had taken
himself below and was not hovering over either of our shoulders!There was a sudden expletive
from my left as the First Nav began to plot his position lines on the chart. I looked over to see
what the problem might be and was surprised to see that the first two plots were not quite what
he, or I, had anticipated! The first line ran quite happily down the North Sea almost parallel to
track and quite adjacent to it. However, the second plot was far removed to the west and
happened quite neatly to run down The Minch, which separates the Inner Hebrides from the



Outer Hebrides. Mike was in mild panic and, whilst he was plotting the final position line, begged
me to get a DECCA Fix in order to allow him to, ‘illegally’, have some idea of where we actually
were. Whilst I watched ‘The Spider’s’ erratic movements I was aware of my buddy holding his
head in despair as he gazed at his final plot line, which just happened to run along the English
Channel! His cocked hat had quite literally encompassed virtually all of the United Kingdom –
this was going to be one hell of an MPP! I’m afraid I was not much use to him and for the first
time in our flying careers we were temporarily unsure of our position; we were, in fact, lost!
Things improved from that moment on, but did deteriorate some two hours later whilst we were
heading towards the English border and home to Finningley. I had mastered the DECCA fixing
cycle, with some assistance from the Screen, and was content that we were heading in
generally the right direction and not too far removed from the required track past Edinburgh. We
were just preparing for the final Astro Fix when I heard through my earphones the dulcet tone of
Mike Sykes’ voice:‘Captain to Second Nav, listen up on UHF.’Acknowledging his call, I selected
the UHF button on my intercom box and listened into the conversation that was taking place
between Mike and the controller at Border Radar.‘Are you aware that you are about to enter the
Edinburgh Terminal Control Area?’ asked the controller.‘Are we?’ responded Mike.‘You are, turn
right forty degrees onto one nine zero degrees and maintain Flight Level.’‘Second Nav, do you
have any idea where we are?’ Mike demanded.Without wishing to display my inabilities I looked
quickly at my chart, estimated where we must have been to earn an admonishment onto one
nine zero and replied, ‘Yeah, Captain, hold this for four minutes and then turn left onto one three
zero back towards track.’Some ten minutes later, I was concerned for my future when I heard the
same voice from Border Radar state, ‘You are now heading for Otterburn Range!’Sykes
responded with his estimate of what heading was required to avoid it, only to be given the
instruction from Border of, ‘Maintain Heading, the range is actually closed and it’s full of Varsities
already!’After three hours and fifty minutes we landed back in the early hours at Finningley. Mike
and I were both chastened by our experience and feared for our future, but, since my progress
on that trip was not being assessed, nothing more was said about my inabilities with DECCA
and I continued with the Night Phase and successfully completed my own first Night Navex
without a hiccough!Some two weeks later, on the twentieth, I became involved in my first real
aircraft emergency. I was again Second Nav, but had, by then, mastered DECCA. The sortie was
the final Night Navex and was designed to test one’s overall capabilities as an Astro Navigator. It
was the penultimate assessed sortie on the basic course. The route to be flown from Finningley
was out to the south-west via South Wales, the Scilly Isles, with a return through Cornwall,
Devon and the Midlands. The Screen was a flight lieutenant by the name of Marsden who had,
reputedly, played rugby for the RAF and had an aggressive manner towards students to match!
Whilst heading for the Scillies on 220° over the Bristol Channel, a sudden call from the aircraft
captain came over our headphones: ‘Starboard Engine Fire! Give me a steer and distance to the
most suitable diversion, Second Nav!’We were just past Lundy Island and, looking ahead on my
chart, I concluded that RAF St Mawgan, a Master Diversion Airfield (MDA) in Cornwall, would fit



the bill nicely! ‘Come left one nine five for St Mawgan; distance forty-two nautical miles!’ I
responded quickly and the aircraft immediately started to bank as it turned towards our
diversion. Marsden, who had dozed off whilst scanning Playboy on the comfortable lounger in
the Bomb Aimer’s position, suddenly found himself thrust awake. He came charging up the few
steps from below and demanded to know what was going on. Calmly I explained that we had
had an engine fire that was now extinguished and we were heading, on diversion, to St Mawgan.
Marsden, a strong heavyweight at the best of times, dragged me from my seat and demanded to
know where we were so that he could take control of the situation. In response to his, ‘Where are
we?’ I drew my hand generally across the area of the Bristol Channel on the map and repaired
below to find the Playboy! Unfortunately, in the 1970s, there were rather too many ‘Marsdens’
within the RAF’s training set-up but, thankfully, none managed ever to find a chink in my armour
that might have diverted me from my chosen path in life.Success at Basic Nav School was
assured after I completed, successfully, the final four sorties that included two lying in the Bomb
Aimer’s position doing visual lowlevel navigation. That was my first taste of what was to become
my bread and butter in my later career. With 130 hours and 25 minutes on the Varsity under my
belt, Yorkie and I progressed to the Advanced Nav Course and to the Dominie T Mk1.The
Dominie was a completely different kettle of fish to the Varsity. It was, in effect, a Hawker
Siddeley 125 Business Jet equipped with a navigation suite on the rear bulkhead. It had a
maximum cruise speed of 284 knots and was capable of flying as high as 42,000 feet. Equipped
with two Rolls Royce Viper jet engines that each produced 3310lbs of static thrust, it was a
quantum leap from the Varsity and, with its much greater cruising speed, ensured that U/T Navs
could not become complacent as distances travelled over a 6-minute fixing cycle, and errors
accrued, were much greater than had been previously experienced. With a wingspan that almost
exactly matched its length, just over 47 feet, it was an agile aircraft that would expose many
frailties amongst its students. Our course commander for the Advanced Phase was an excellent
officer, Flight Lieutenant D.W. Gerrard, who was known as Gerry throughout the RAF. A
bachelor, fresh from a tour as a ‘Kipper Fleet’3 navigator on the Shackleton MR2, Gerry knew
how to party, knew how to drink and knew how to get the best out of his charges. He also drove a
Jaguar XK120, so he was both a man to look up to and a man for the ladies! On average, only
eight years older than most of his students, Gerry was like-minded and far more understanding
than his predecessor on the basic course. As a result, the Advanced Nav Course was much less
stressful than the period spent previously and, although we had to work hard and pass each of
the ten syllabus sorties that we flew as First Nav, there always seemed to be time to party in the
Finningley bar with Gerry in the lead. The three months passed far too quickly and as the final
weeks – and probable success – loomed large, we began to feel comfortable enough to start
looking forward to the final flying exercises, which would see us embark on our first overseas
Navex and a weekend Ranger4 to Gibraltar.Apart from the rather too often weekend hangover,
after a particularly energetic Friday Happy Hour, little of significance happened during the
advanced course. I have to confess, however, that it was during my time at Finningley that, after



a few mid-week beers on a Wednesday evening, I was surprised to pull back the curtains of my
room in the officers’ mess on the Thursday to discover that a hangar that had been clearly
visible the previous day was now but a shell, having burnt to the ground! My appearance
subsequently in the corridor outside my room earned me derision and abuse from my fellow
students, who looked as if they had been up for hours and were more unkempt in their
appearance than any officer should be before breakfast. It was not uncommon to suffer friendly
banter on route to the showers, but on that morning there was more of an edge to it than usual.
Justified it was, nevertheless, when I discovered that they had all responded to the very early
morning and universal call-out for all personnel to rush to the hangar to assist with the extraction
and rescue of the Varsities and Dominies therein!In researching the detail of the fire for this
memoir, I was disappointed to discover that there was little reference ‘on-line’ in the various
Finningley archives. Wikipedia quaintly describes the detail as ‘a Varsity aircraft caught fire in
one of the hangars and subsequently destroyed 2 other aircraft by setting them ablaze’. The
actual truth was that a disenchanted airman, who had chosen to show his embitterment by
defecating in Group Captain Dawson’s garden, chose to respond to his subsequent punishment
by breaking into the hangar to set alight a small privately-owned aircraft that he had pulled under
the wing of a Varsity.Alcohol is an excellent relaxant and one of nature’s greatest soporific
nectars, and on that night at Finningley it allowed me to have an excellent night’s slumber. Other
than my mates, nobody noticed that I was not there and nothing was ever said!Friday, 4
December 1970 dawned, to find eight soon-to-be navigators feverishly calculating headings and
groundspeeds that would take four Dominies from Finningley to Gibraltar via St Mawgan to
refuel and thence to Porto, in Portugal, to refuel and take lunch. With Flying Officer Parker in
command and Yorkie by my side we were soon passing the top of climb and heading in a
generally southwest direction towards the sun. I had been given responsibility for the legs from
Finningley to St Mawgan and Porto to Gibraltar, whilst Yorkie would take us from St Mawgan to
Porto. After four hours and forty minutes in the air, we successfully passed through the Straits of
Gibraltar and, avoiding Spanish airspace so as not to inflame their political claim to ‘The Rock’
further, slipped onto Runway 09 at ‘Gib’. With the aircraft safely bedded down we took ourselves
off to the officers’ mess and Happy Hour at RAF North Front, which would be our home for the
next sixty hours.In terms of tales to relate, it was a fairly uneventful weekend. With each of us
having to undertake an assessed sortie back to Finningley on the Monday we felt less than
compelled to keep up with Gerry on the Sunday, but had given him a good race on the Saturday
evening which found us all in the Gibraltar Casino by the early hours of the Sabbath. There was,
and I hope still is, something quintessentially British about Gibraltar. It has, much to Spanish
disgust, been a British Crown Colony since 1830. Its common border with Spain was closed by
the Spaniards in the 1950s, as were Spanish air routes to any British aircraft, military or civil,
whose final destination was on the 6,000 feet runway that bisected the road between ‘The Rock’
and the rest of mainland Europe. The border was officially reopened in 1985, but despite the
Spanish influence that that has unfortunately brought, the people of Gibraltar stoically resist all



Spanish attempts to deny them their right to be British citizens. Gibraltar will feature further in
this tale, so with NFTR it is time to return to Finningley and our graduation from No 6 Flying
Training School.The Monday dawn was met by our intrepid aviators again busily plotting the
required headings and ground speeds back to base via Istres in France. Yorkie was to take the
final leg into Finningley and I had responsibility for the outbound leg from ‘Gib’. After two and a
half hours in the hot seat, we landed safely in France and I happily handed over the First Nav’s
seat to Pete to take us home, with me operating the DECCA for the last time as a student
Nav.There was a week allocated in the syllabus for tidying, rehearsing and completing the
necessary administration that would take us to our Graduation Ceremony on 16 December.
Most importantly, there was the fretful experience of pondering one’s position in the ‘pecking
order’ of the course results. We had previously been taken to RAF Scampton to view the Vulcan
B2 and learn about life as a V-Bomber navigator. Having climbed up the ladder by the nose
wheel of the Vulcan and entered the black hole that was the home to the three rear crew, Nav
Plotter, Nav Radar and Air Electronics Officer, I had determined that the last aircraft that I wanted
to fly was the Vulcan! Those who came lower down the course pecking order were virtually
guaranteed a Vulcan slot and so I determined to work extra hard and, hopefully, secure a life that
did not involve working in a black hole, facing rearwards and without an ejection seat. We were
all entitled to fill out a ‘dream sheet’ of what we would like to fly, three choices, and the student
who came top of the course was guaranteed his first choice if a slot on the OCU was available.
My ‘dream sheet’ read: First – Buccaneer; Second – Phantom; Third – Canberra. I was
determined to fly Fast Jets!On Results Day, I was delighted to discover that I had come third on
the course and waited with baited breath to hear what my destiny was to be. Flight Lieutenant Al
Blackwell had come first and had requested Britannias back at Brize Norton where he had
latterly been an Air Traffic Controller. Flying Officer Dave Baker, an ex-airman, had asked for
Phantoms as his first choice. However, on that morning nobody knew what was available or what
the outcome might be. At 1600hrs Gerry Gerrard returned to Finningley with the news. Blackwell
got Britannias and Baker did get Phantoms. With my heart beginning to sag, there surely could
not be a 100% top three! I held my breath until Gerry put me out of my misery. The top three
were exactly as our dream-sheets had requested. I had got the only slot on Buccaneers – I was
to be the first-ever first tourist navigator to be trained by the RAF at the newlyformed 237 OCU at
RAF Honington in Suffolk. The dream had come true, I had managed to raise my game at Nav
School and, by good fortune, a Buccaneer slot had coincided with my graduation from
Finningley. Yorkie was posted to Victors at RAF Marham; Bob King, who eventually came to the
Buccaneer, was posted to Canberras; Dick Hansen went off to fly Gannets with the Royal Navy,
with a promise of a tour on AEW Shackletons afterwards at RAF Lossiemouth; Roger Harper
was posted to the Vulcan OCU to become a Nav Plotter; and Brian Hall went to the Navigation
Bombing School at RAF Lindholme to learn the intricacies of the Vulcan’s H2S radar system. We
were not all ecstatic about the outcome, but I was over the moon and, as I hope this story will
prove later, my posting to 237 OCU was to shape the rest of my life both in the RAF and



subsequently beyond. Sadly for Mike Straw his efforts had been in vain, but he subsequently
graduated from 135 Course.The Graduation Ceremony took place in the Main Briefing Room at
Finningley on Wednesday, 16 December; nine days before Christmas in 1970. As had happened
when I gained my commission, my parents travelled by train from Scotland to be amongst the
gathering of proud onlookers. The Reviewing Officer was Air Vice-Marshal Ivor Broom, CBE,
DSO, DFC, AFC, RAF, the Air Officer Commanding No 11 Group, and a distinguished and
decorated Second World War bomber pilot. After a short introduction, the eight RAF navigators
stepped forward individually to receive their brevets from AVM Broom.It had been a long and
arduous fourteen months since I had arrived at Gaydon, but I was now a qualified RAF navigator
with a brevet pinned to my left breast to prove it!1.No 2 ANS was based at RAF Gaydon, from
1965 to 1970, when it and No 1 ANS at RAF Stradishall combined to form No 6 FTS at RAF
Finningley, near Doncaster. I started my training at Gaydon and completed it at Finningley.2.A
general term used to describe large fixed wing aircraft in the RAF.3.Generic term used to
describe the aircraft, crews and squadrons of No 18 Group, tasked with Anti-Submarine Warfare
and Search and Rescue Operations.4.An overseas training flight designed to provide aircrew
with experience of ‘foreign’ ATC procedures and autonomy of operations away from home
base.Chapter TwoFamily Hold Back!Whilst I accept that pro-lifers will say that life starts at the
moment of conception, for me it started with my birth at 32 Lamington Road, Cardonald,
Glasgow. The date was 26 May 1949 and, my mother told me, I took my first breath at twenty
minutes past ten on that Thursday in late spring! It was an arrival that came as no surprise to me
as I had been building up to it for about nine months, but, it would seem, it came as a complete
surprise to both my parents.Whilst some might say otherwise, I am not suggesting for a second
that I was created by an immaculate conception. Nor, for that matter, am I suggesting that my
mother lacked the intellect to realise that she was pregnant. Indeed, she had definitely had
experience of the latter with my elder siblings and, knowing them as I have done now for over
sixty years; I can assure you that if there had been anything immaculate about them I would have
identified it by now!It was nothing simpler than the fact that neither of my parents had thought or
agreed on a suitable name for me by the time I was born and so I was known as ‘No Name’ for
nine days until, I can only imagine, they decided that they had to come up with something if only
to avoid prosecution for failing to register my birth! So, by the time of that event on 3 June 1949, I
was David Rodger. The Scots, by tradition, have a habit of honouring a paternal grandmother or
ancestor by giving a newborn infant a maiden name from that root. My elder brother Michael had
been endowed with that of a paternal great grandmother, ‘Ferme’, to follow his William Michael.
In the case of my elder sister Judith my parents did not follow tradition and labelled her
‘Margaret’ in celebration of our maternal grandmother. In my case, I was privileged to be given
the maiden name of my paternal grandmother’s family who lived in the Borders. David was
chosen because my mother liked it and held affection for her Uncle David, her father’s elder
brother and a solicitor in Glasgow; perhaps she had high hopes for me in that regard.My parents
met in Tain, Ross and Cromarty, during the Second World War. My mother, the youngest of three



girls, lived with her family in the school house attached to Tain Primary School on Knockbreck
Road where her father was the headmaster. My father, an only child and not a native of the area,
had taken a post with The National Commercial Bank of Scotland in Tain and was living in the
Balnagowan Hotel at the time. They married in the Bath Hotel, Glasgow, on 20 February 1940
and within two years Michael was born at Kirksheaf Cottage in Tain, the then family home, with
Judith following some two years later in October 1944. However, in 1948 the family moved from
Tain to Cardonald in Glasgow, following a transfer for my father to join the Paisley branch of the
bank.I have forever been slightly disappointed that, unlike my elder siblings, I have not been able
to call myself a Highlander! There is something quite romantic and at the same time sinister
about that appellation that stirs my blood. I do not mean to offend the people of the city of my
birth. Glasgow is a fair city and, in the twenty-first century, a prosperous and bright one.
However, when I was growing up in the 1950s and 1960s, Glasgow was a dark and intimidating
place to live.My memory of the city centre as a young boy is one of damp, dank streets with an
all-pervading smog that filled my nostrils as I made my way from school to catch the train home
to the suburbs where we lived. As we walked from the High School, on Elmbank Street, to the
Central Station, it was not uncommon to see groups of ‘winos’ drinking their bottles wrapped in a
brown paper bag to overcome the ‘no drinking in the streets’ laws; poverty and alcoholism were
the sad face of Glasgow. In the 1960s Glasgow was renowned throughout Britain as the
country’s knife capital. There were many teenage gangs roaming the streets, the most infamous
being The Tongs, whose slogan of ‘Tongs ya Bass’ was daubed on many a city wall. To me the
city was blighted. It always seemed to be damp, you never saw the sky through the smog and,
because of its latitude you rarely saw the sun in winter, apart from through the windows of your
classroom. We went to school in the dark and by the time we were released we went home in the
dark!Nevertheless, I am a Glaswegian and a Glaswegian I will always be! And, in many respects,
the city is my root and my soul, even if I have been blessed with the soft lilt accent that comes
from being the product of a Highland lass and a Borders lad.But I’d rather have been a
Highlander!Early days in 32 Lamington Road were idyllic. My mother had formed a good and,
what was to become, life-long friendship with Sheila MacLachlan, the wife of one of our two local
GPs. By their contact, I formed a wonderful friendship with Iain, Sheila’s eldest son, and his
younger brother Roy. The friendship lasted long after our subsequent move away from
Cardonald and was fortified when I eventually joined him at the High School of Glasgow. Iain and
I were never out of each other’s company as toddlers. We were playing either at his house, 2160
Paisley Road West, or at mine. To a 5-year-old it seemed to be a time of constant fun,
exploration and excitement. There were no barriers to our enjoyment and few restrictions placed
upon us, although we were not, at that age, allowed to wander much beyond the garden of either
house and only to go between numbers 32 and 2160 as quickly as possible!I lost contact with
Iain MacLachlan after we both left school and I joined the RAF. He went to Medical School at
Glasgow University and, like his father before him, eventually qualified as a doctor. Sadly, and
undiagnosed for a significant number of years, Iain was harbouring a malignant brain tumour



that eventually took his life on 14 July 2003; he was 54 years of age!Other than my memories of
Iain MacLachlan, my early life in Lamington Road is a bit of a blur and, to be honest, I lived in
that house for so few years of my early life that I am surprised that I can remember anything
about it at all. Moreover, the house was so similar in layout to our subsequent home in
Shawlands that the two homes of my childhood have, to some extent, blended into one. There
are, of course, a number of events that do still feature in my early memory, not least of which, as
it is for most people, was my first day at school. My time at the High School of Glasgow will
follow later, but save to say at this stage that, unlike Iain, I did not ‘hit the mark’ with David Lees,
the rector, when my mother took me to his office to undertake the entrance exam for entry as a 5-
year-old in September 1954.So my school life started at Cardonald Primary School, forever after
in the Herriot household referred to as Angus Oval, which was the street upon which it sat. On
this inauspicious day, when I was for the first time forsaken by my mother, I felt temporarily
unsure of my position! I cried from the moment it became clear that I was to be abandoned and
was, I am told, quite inconsolable. Fortunately a young lady by the name of Louise rescued me
from my emotions and, taking my hand and by clasping my head to her bosom, managed to stop
the flood of tears. Like me, Louise was a fellow 5-year-old abandonee, but she was either very
used to this type of happening or was made of sterner stuff than I was!I stayed at Angus Oval for
just one year and have virtually no recall of the place, my classmates, or the teacher. By the time
my younger sister Fiona was born the following January, we were already starting to prepare for
our move to the upmarket ‘Waverley Park’ area of Shawlands on the southern edge of the city.
Fiona Elizabeth McCracken, for that was her handle, was named McCracken after our maternal
grandfather. Now if Fiona thought she had been lumbered with a mouthful on birth, she could not
blame our parents when she eventually chose as her husband a man who went by the name of
McCusker!The birth of a child in any family is a wondrous event and I recall only too vividly the
emotion that I experienced when my own children, Christopher and Sarah, were born in the late
1970s. Well that’s not strictly true in Sarah’s case as I fainted at just about the moment critique!
This I put down to having been laid flat for two weeks with a spinal compression fracture until the
moment when my first wife announced, ‘This is it’! Notwithstanding my inability to remain upright
on that occasion, there is nothing in life that brings so much emotion and happiness to a man as
the feelings that are exposed when he meets his own children for the very first time.Like any 5-
year-old in 1955 I was intrigued by the bump on my mother’s tummy and the talk of ‘new
additions’ that constantly percolated the conversations at home prior to Fiona’s birth. In the days
before this mystical event, the regular comings and goings of Doctor Forsyth to my mother’s
bedroom upstairs, and the arrival of the nice lady with the smart blue uniform and frilly hat were
more than a young fellow’s curiosity could bear. All the euphemistic talk of storks and babies
meant nothing to my tender ears. I wanted to know exactly when this ‘baby’ would arrive and
how soon afterwards I would be allowed to play with it! With Michael being seven years older
than me, he had not really been a playmate for me in my early years and Judith, being distinctly
disgruntled that I had been born a boy rather than the playmate sister that she had hoped for,



was not ever in a mood for joining in any of my childish 5-yearold games! Frankly, I was not
bothered whether the new baby was a boy or a girl. I just hoped that it would want to play in my
mud piles in the garden rather than with either of my two elder siblings. I was, frustratingly,
excluded from Fiona’s birth moment, but I do have a distinct memory of being invited to my
mother’s bedroom shortly afterwards to be introduced to the ‘new arrival’ and being asked by
Doctor Forsyth if I had been hoping for a sister – a strange question, I guess, because that’s
what I had got and there was not much I could do about it at the age of five, or at any other stage
in my life come to think of it. Anyway, the sex of my new sibling was not important to me as long
as no matter what this smiling pink blob was doing right now it just needed to be ready to dig
mud and kick a ball by the morning. Fiona’s arrival was a blessed relief for Judith, however, as
the family was now balanced with ‘two of each’ and she had, at last, got somebody she could
play dolls with and banish forever her nagging thought of being in the minority!The move to 148
Kenilworth Avenue took place not long after Fiona’s birth, and with it I bade farewell to Angus
Oval, the kind-hearted Louise and the embarrassment of my first day at school. Waverley Park,
as the sandstone frieze announces to those arriving at these large, late-Victorian, semi-
detached, sandstone villas in the leafy suburbs of Glasgow, pays homage in its road names to
the novels of one of Scotland’s greatest writers, Sir Walter Scott. In purchasing our new home I
suspect that the key issue for my father, who was an avid fan of the good Sir Walter and also one
who had read all of his twenty-five Waverley Novels, was in that name – Waverley Park. My
father’s personal collection of the magnificent Waverley Novels adorns the top shelf of my study
today. It was certainly a very pleasant suburb of the city and the neighbours were all well-set,
middle-class people who enjoyed a level of comfort if not great wealth. Moreover, it was a safe
haven where children could play in the street in what now seems to have been the less-traumatic
1950s.I have vivid and happy memories of our life in Kenilworth Avenue. My parents were not
wealthy and had paid a king’s ransom – something in the order of £1500 – for the house in 1955.
It nearly broke them doing it too. My father was a bank teller by profession and had turned down
promotion and manager responsibility throughout his career to avoid further moves, thereby
ensuring a settled home life for his children. I recall my mother telling me that he had earned not
much more than £100 per annum at one stage of his career and I know for a fact that they both
went without a great deal in order to ensure that we did not. The house had three bedrooms
upstairs as well as a bathroom and an airing cupboard. The rather large downstairs
accommodation consisted of a sizeable lounge that looked across the front garden and was
known as ‘the front room’, immediately behind it was another sitting room that looked out the
back which was quaintly, and not surprisingly if you have been following the story, referred to as
‘the back room’. The dining room was also to the rear of the property with a single-storey kitchen
adjoining it. A fourth bedroom was located in the same single-storey block as the kitchen, with
access through a short passage under the stairs. There were two under-stair cupboards which
were used as storage and, in the case of the larger, it was here that one could locate and use the
large, black, Bakelite telephone. Having the phone locked away in a cupboard had many



advantages, principle of which was that my father could not always easily get hold of you by the
scruff of the neck when, in his opinion, you had ‘been on long enough’! It also permitted a
degree of privacy for those members of the family who wished to discuss illicit details of their
relationships without parents overhearing or, worse, intervening. My parents occupied the
master bedroom at the front and Judith, by now eleven, occupied the small bedroom that faced
Kenilworth Avenue. Michael and I shared the back bedroom and Fiona had the room downstairs.
It was a perfect family home with fun, laughter and music of all varieties playing regularly.Until
my father decided to install night storage heaters there were only coal fires to warm the home.
Hot water was available either by the back boiler situated behind the fire in the dining room or, in
the event of the fire going out – a regular occurrence – from an immersion heater in the airing
cupboard which, because of the running costs, was very limited in the time allowed to heat the
water. So we had a bath once a week, whether we needed it or not, and we invariably got dried
in front of the dining room fire as the rest of the house was too cold to endure in a semi-naked
state.My mother adopted a hair-raising method of lighting fires in the house! Rather than adopt
the Boy Scout approved method of paper, kindling and coal, with ignition achieved by rubbing
two sticks together, my mother would use her well-practised cross-fertilisation technique!
Invariably, when a fire was required in another room, she would approach the smouldering fire in
the dining room armed only with an old shovel that showed marked wear and tear around its
leading edge from previous abuses. With a holler around the house of ‘Everybody Stand Back!’
she would scoop out the burning embers from the one fire and stagger through the house to the
unlit fire in another room, leaving a smoke trail hovering behind her and, very often, burning
embers on the parquet floor in the hallway between the two rooms! With both fires now
struggling for their very existence, damp coal from the bunker outside would be ferried to each,
which only succeeded in smothering both. Consequently, sheets of The Glasgow Herald would
be stripped off and held over the fire to seal it, thereby making a back draught that would ensure
that a flame would eventually flicker and the fire recover. It was not a good idea to be in the
house at the time as it was usually a case of ‘all hands to the pump’ to either scoop up fallen
embers from the floor, man the back draught, or ‘bring more coal’! All too often, a pair of
inexperienced and childlike hands would be caught out as the page of The Glasgow Herald
combusted before your very eyes and had to be ushered up the chimney to avoid the
subsequent conflagration of the whole house and the burning of all its occupants to a cinder!If
you were fortunate enough to be born above the poverty line, which we were just, the 1950s and
1960s were a good time to be a young boy in Scotland. However, it was a hard struggle for my
parents bringing up four children on a bank teller’s salary. Nothing was ever bought if it was not
needed. If something could be made, it was made rather than bought. Money was never ever
wasted, which is why my mother was quite aghast when, having tasked me to buy myself a pair
of cricket boots for school, I came home with a pair of doeskin boots rather than the much
cheaper canvas type! I do not think my father was ever made aware of my largesse with his
money on that occasion!If you wanted a bike, you had to wait until your birthday and you could



bet your last ha’penny that, if you did receive one, you were never the first person to have owned
that particular bike! When we wanted an electric train set, Michael and I had to share it and
again we were not its first owners. When Fiona wanted a dolls’ house for her Christmas, and
when she still believed in Father Christmas, my father not only made it, but made all the furniture
and decor that went inside it! Having said that, my father was a dab hand at DIY. He had to be
because my parents could never have afforded to pop out to B&Q – had it existed in those days
– and they certainly never had the money to ‘get a man in’. My parents could never have been
described as squanderers and we were taught the value of money from a very early age! My
mother was a fantastic baker; she had to be with four hungry mouths to feed. There would
always be something baking in the oven or boiling on the stove. Shortbread, sponge cakes,
Dundee Cake, tablet – we Herriots were encouraged to have a sweet tooth. There was a special
cake tin in the kitchen with an ‘in-case cake’ therein. It was never eaten unless it was going stale
and would have to be thrown out. It was there ‘in case’ somebody came to call! If guests arrived
unexpectedly, they were always invited to stay for tea. If invited guests were staying, and we had
a lot of passing musicians that took advantage of my father’s classical musical leanings and our
hospitality, there would never be enough to go around as the budget never increased no matter
who was visiting. Gathered round the table for High Tea, I do not ever recall having ‘Dinner’, my
mother would enter from the kitchen bearing the culinary delights whilst announcing to the
assembled throng ‘FHB’! I know not what our guests thought of this announcement, but I know
that each of the four children were well aware of what that simple three-letter acronym meant;
the budget had failed once again and there was not enough food to go round – Family Hold
Back!We never starved; there was always plenty of food on the table. Always just enough to
satisfy, but rarely enough for ‘seconds’. If we had toast for breakfast or bread at tea time, we
were allowed butter or jam, but never both – the budget would not stretch that far! There were no
fizzy drinks and rarely orange squash available during a meal. If you wanted a drink there was
nothing wrong with ‘corporation lemonade’1 my father would declare – it came from the tap in
the kitchen and was free! If one of the children was to ask for seconds and not much was
available, my mother would say, ‘Those who ask don’t get!’ To which Michael would always
respond, ‘Those who don’t ask, don’t want!’ My mother was a good cook, although she did have
a tendency to overcook vegetables, as I think most Mums did in those days. If there was a hole
in a sock she would darn it, if you needed a jumper for school she would knit it. If you needed
new school uniform, the shorts and blazer would both be purchased with growth in mind! There
was no television allowed. Well not until 1968 when Judith, who had previously represented
Scotland in the 1966 Commonwealth Games in Jamaica, was selected as a member of the
Great Britain Foil Team for that year’s Olympic Games in Mexico. I did not disavow my father of
the fact that he might be able to watch her in action ‘if only we had a television’. Before that
epiphanic moment, evenings were spent sitting in the dining room doing homework, or idling,
whilst listening to Radio Luxembourg on the wireless. Meanwhile, my father would be in the back
room listening to his classical music on his Grundig Gramophone – ‘you can’t play pop music on



that, you’ll damage the needle!’ – or recording himself or his quartet on his Grundig reel-to-reel
tape recorder during practice for their next concert. Both Judith and Fiona represented Scotland
at sword fencing, and Judith won significant medals in an international career that culminated in
a Team ‘Silver’ in the Women’s Foil event at the 1970 Commonwealth Games in
Edinburgh.Centuries have passed since young men were dispatched aboard His Majesty’s
sailing ships as cabin boys. Indeed, by the time of my birth, seventy-four years had passed since
an Act of Parliament had stopped the Victorians from sending young boys up the inside of a
chimney to sweep it! Although slave labour was no longer tolerated in the 1960s, in the Herriot
household a strong work ethic was encouraged and by the age of eight, like it or not, I was being
roused very early on a Sunday morning by Michael to assist him with his paper round. My reward
for this filial support was a copy of a Beano or Dandy that he would purchase from the halfcrown
that John Ferguson paid him for his endeavours each week; my endeavour was to go to all the
top-floor flats on Tantallon Road whilst Michael sped about at lower levels delivering the news to
the ground-dwelling residents! The day soon dawned, however, when, having been pulled from
my deep slumber, I would depart to Ferguson’s paper shop on Kilmarnock Road to do the round
alone whilst Michael took forward his new passion at Cowglen Golf Course. On the first morning
of this, my now solo duty, the staff of the paper shop dutifully stuffed my bag with the full round of
papers and helped me pull it onto my shoulder. Still only eight, and built like a string bean, I
suddenly found myself anchored to the floor, but too embarrassed to ask for help. Whilst I tried to
struggle towards my bike with what seemed like the complete weekend output of Fleet Street
around my neck, the rest of the staff busied themselves with the next batch of papers that were
to be taken by the subsequent boy in line. They were somewhat surprised, therefore, when they
turned round to load him to find Herriot Junior cemented to the shop floor, and going nowhere in
a hurry! So began ten very happy years working for John Ferguson as a paper boy in
Shawlands. Having started out as the most junior boy in the shop, I progressed over the years to
become, by the age of eighteen, the senior dispatcher with responsibility not only for getting the
news out on the streets, but also for unlocking the shop and manning the counter whilst John
Ferguson chivvied his younger employees to speed their delivery. Rewards with John Ferguson
for dedicated service were many and he would often take me sailing in his yacht on the Clyde as
long as I had made myself available to help him scrub barnacles off its hull during the winter
months! Eventually, rather than scrape hulls in the yard at Helensburgh or pull sheets on the
Clyde, John Ferguson purchased an old converted fishing smack that we would take to the high
seas on Sunday afternoons after our toil. Paid employment was, however, not restricted to
delivering papers. My mother routinely shopped at Barrs’ Grocer Shop on Pollokshaws Road
and, by the time I was fifteen, I had secured a Saturday job behind the counter there working
under the guidance of Willie, the manager, and his able assistant Nora. It was under Willie’s
tutelage that I began to learn the skills of: slicing cooked meat – ‘an ye hae tae mine yer fingurs,
Davy’; weighing dry foods accurately – ‘Davy, man, yer losin me munny wi yer largesse!’ and
food hygiene – ‘noo wash yer hans, laddie, afore ya touch the cheeses!’ Strangely, there was



never a warning ‘tae wash yer hans’ before touching any other provisions. It was also in Barrs’
Grocers Shop that I had my first rebuttal in love. I had noticed the stunningly beautiful ‘Daughter
of the Manse’2 on Pollokshaws Road previously and was delighted if ever I managed to beat
Willie or Nora to the counter when she came into the shop. To my burgeoning post-pubescent
youthful desires, she was everything that a young man wanted in a woman and I had heard the
rumour at school about just how liberated vicars’ daughters were supposed to be. She was also
not averse to smiling demurely at my subtle attempts to woo her. After several encounters
around the cheese board I plucked up the nerve to ask her out and was delighted to receive
positive encouragement, if not a definite affirmative and a time and place set; she, being
similarly fifteen years old, would have to check with her mother! I carried on with my work that
Saturday morning with much vigour and a spring in my step as I awaited her return and a firm
engagement. I did not have to wait long. It took her just fifteen minutes to walk to her home, four
hundred yards distant, and return. My heart sank, however, when I saw her enter the shop with
her mother, who had a face like thunder! According to the ‘Lady of the Manse’, she did not
appreciate her daughter being courted by a mere shop boy and demanded that Willie take steps
to ensure that I made no such approaches in future. I was doubly mortified when I realised that
not only had I failed so drastically in my first love excursion, but that this was the woman who
had loudly complained once before that, ‘that boy has not washed his hands before handling my
cheese!’ I never even got to know the name of the ‘Daughter of the Manse’. There would be
more disasters in my search for love before ‘striking gold’.Knowing your grandparents well is, to
my mind, one of the cornerstones of life. It allows you to understand where you have come from,
but, more importantly perhaps, it allows you to know where your parents came from and can
assist in your understanding of some of their more odd foibles! Sadly, and perhaps the biggest
regret of my childhood and my life as a whole was that I never really knew any of my
grandparents other than my maternal grandmother, Margaret Sarah McCracken. My mother’s
father, William Rennie McCracken, had been unwell for a long period of his life and had died in
1938, two years before my mother had married my father. My paternal grandfather, William
Herriot, died only seven weeks before I was born and his widow, Minnie Rutherford Rodger, died
when I was three and, although I had been introduced to her, she lived in my father’s home town
of Peebles which was some distance from Glasgow and not routinely accessible to a family that
never owned a car.An only child, my father’s relations all lived in Innerleithen, a small town six
miles to the south-east of Peebles, and an area with which he was much acquainted. Being a
non-driver, however, he had only ever made the journey from Glasgow to visit his aunts by bus. It
was on a journey to Innerleithen that I discovered that it was not from my father that I gained my
navigational DNA! I was stationed in Germany with the RAF at the time and had bought my first
new car, a ‘Sapphire Blue’ TR6, which I had driven home to show off to my parents. When I
suggested it, my father was delighted with the idea of taking a day trip to The Borders and so,
with the roof firmly closed to protect him from the cold Scottish air, we set off in a south-easterly
direction through Lanark and onwards, following the signs to Peebles. As we entered Biggar, my



father suddenly declared that we had to turn right! It seemed logical to my sense of direction to
continue straight ahead, but my father knew the area better than me and so turn right we did! As
we continued to follow his route towards a T-Junction, my father declared, ‘Turn Left!’ Now firmly
disposed to his command of the navigational situation, I did as I was told, only to discover that
the next command was, ‘Turn Left!’ Followed shortly by a, ‘Turn Right!’ back onto the road we
had left some five minutes previously.‘Dad’, said I, trying to be respectful and disguise my twenty-
two year old’s disgust, ‘we are back on the road we started on!’Not one to hold his patience well,
my father’s nonplussed response was, ‘Well I can’t bloody help it! This is the way the bus
comes!’If there is one definite characteristic that I have inherited from my father it is this: he did
not suffer fools gladly and could be quite outspoken when he wanted to be! He was also, quite
rightly, intolerant of bad manners and inculcated in his children an appropriate approach to
others in society. We were always ordered to give up our seat on public transport when the need
arose and woe betide us if my brother and I did not hold a door open for a lady. A situation
summed up beautifully by my father one day when he broke his journey home by bus to shop at
a department store on Eglinton Road, which passed through The Gorbals. As he departed the
store, he politely held the door open for a woman who wished to enter at the same time as he
exited. The woman sailed past him without a word! Feeling rightful indignation, my father turned
on his heel and strode after the woman deep into the bowels of the shop and found her just as
she was about to pay for the item she wished to purchase. My father immediately tapped her on
her shoulder: ‘Excuse me, madam,’ he asked politely.‘Yes?’ she responded tetchily.‘I’m afraid
you dropped something as you entered the shop,’ he re-joined.‘What was it?’ she offered. My
father, however, was far too smart for her!‘If you care to come with me, I’ll show you,’ he
answered.Now concerned, the woman stopped her purchase and followed my father all the way
back through the shop and out onto the street. Looking quizzically, and with nothing apparent on
the pavement, she demanded to know what it was that she was supposed to have dropped. My
father looked her in the eye and, turning on his heel, said, ‘Your manners! Good day, madam!’
and headed back to the bus stop to continue his journey. You just have to admire a man like that!
It is from my mother, however, that I get my intellect, even if I was loathe to put it into practice at
school. Having been Dux of Tain Royal Academy, by the time she was seventeen, in 1933, Helen
Whyte McCracken was already an undergraduate at St Andrews University where she studied
French and German. There was always great fun and laughter at home and you could guarantee
that my mother would be involved in whatever game was underway either indoors or out. She
was a great sport and a great peacemaker; she had to be with four kids and an occasionally
implacable husband to cope with! She is the one who gave me my sense of fun and mischief.My
mother was the youngest of three girls and so we did have aunts, uncles and cousins on the
McCracken side of the family. As I review my mother’s siblings here I note that it seems to have
been de rigueur for McCracken girls to marry bankers. My mother’s eldest sister Margaret,
known as Reta, married James Lawrence who, as far back as I can recall, was the manager of
the local branch of the Bank of Scotland in Grantown-on-Spey. Her elder sister Agnes, known as



Nan, was wedded to Jack Shankland who was, like my father, a bank clerk in Glasgow. Of
course, as we know already, my mother married John Ferme Herriot, who was born in Peebles,
but was working at the time of their marriage for The National Commercial Bank in Tain.My
father, known as Ferme, was a superb, if impatient, craftsman who nurtured and educated me in
his hobbies. He taught me the black art of photographic development and instructed me in what
woodwork tools were used for what purpose. I spent many a happy evening in the blacked-out
kitchen watching as a white sheet of photographic paper developed into one of the outstanding
images that my father had captured either in Pollok Estate or on his travels around the city and
beyond. He had a fantastic eye for depth and had been quite a clever artist in his youth, for
example, bringing Frans Hals’ ‘Laughing Cavalier’ to life in pen and ink. He had also built a scale
model of a fully-rigged ‘Golden Hind’, which he subsequently refurbished whilst in his seventies.
I never, however, remember a tradesman being involved in any routine maintenance around the
house. If a room needed redecorating, my parents did it with the help of those from the lower
ranks who were capable of assisting. Most such events resulted in hysterics amongst my mother
and the subordinates, whilst my father either got increasingly frustrated by a kink in the already
glued wallpaper, or my mother’s inability to perform what he saw as the simplest of tasks. The air
was often blue at Kenilworth Avenue when painting and decorating was underway! None more
so than, following a violent outburst of blaspheming coming from the front room, when he was
found at the foot of a stepladder with his foot firmly fixed in a tray of white emulsion and with the
can of paint splattered across the floor, it having fallen from the top of the ladder, drenching my
father from top to toe in the same way as gravity took control of its flight path! My mother and all
four siblings were quite uncontrollable with our response to my father’s misfortune on that
occasion. He, however, was definitely not amused; ‘So you think it’s funny do you?’ still rings in
my ears today! Actually, it was bloody hilarious in truth!The garden of 148 was surrounded by
eight-foot high walls that were about twelve inches thick. They were easy to climb and, with a
curved coping stone on top, were actually quite easy to walk along too! This made inter-garden
games with neighbours quite enjoyable and the retrieval of balls relatively easy. It also allowed
my mother and Jean MacArthur, who lived at 146, a means of attracting each other’s attention
should either wish a ‘quick word’ or issue an invitation for a coffee! Although neither of the two
could see over the wall, a quick loft of a potato from one garden to the next would be enough to
attract the other for a conversation – who needs a mobile phone! It was also a good method of
encouraging Graham or Sheena, who was my age, over into our garden for a game of cricket or
rounders. French cricket was a popular back garden summer game as the restrictive positioning
of the bat against the legs and often behind the body ensured that no windows were ever
broken! The rap of a potato inviting me round to the MacArthur’s to practise my joined up writing
with Sheena was not always as welcome as the invitation for a game of cricket!Upon arriving in
Waverley Park, and still under the cloud of having failed to impress Doctor Lees at my 5-year-old
entrance interview at the High School, I was enrolled in the primary department of Shawlands
Academy. The primary school was not much more than ‘at the end of the road’ and was situated



within the school grounds and below the senior school whose large and imposing buildings
faced Pollokshaws Road. I remember the primary department being a single-storey building,
shaped like a flat ‘V’ with an open veranda and its exterior walls made from red brick. The school
had a large catchment area and attracted boys and girls not only from Waverley Park, but also
from many of the tenement buildings in and around Shawlands Cross and Crossmyloof. We
were a mixed bag and although sometimes tensions in the playground ran high, I do not suspect
that it was any different from any other playground in the land.I had plenty of friends both in and
out of school, but, after school, used to play cricket, tennis or ‘kick the can’ (football without a
ball!) in the middle of Kenilworth Avenue with either my brother and elder sister and their friends
– when they were feeling tolerant – or with Morton Stark and Sheena MacArthur – ‘the girl next
door’! Latterly, however, I fell in with the boy who lived at 4 Midlothian Drive, John Liddell. John
was an only child and was quite possessive of his friends. Indeed, so possessive was he that he
could only ever have one friend and I was to be him! That stated, John was a very loyal friend
and we spent hours together at his house playing with his electric train set, his Scalextric, or
learning the art of construction with his Bayko Building Set.Improvisation was very much to the
fore too. A full-scale, well for our age anyway, pirate galleon was often constructed utilising his
garden shed as its superstructure. When we were able to get hold of various pram chassis we
constructed ‘bogeys’ using an old wooden box or an orange crate that Willie, the local grocer,
was only too happy to supply. A Liddell/Herriot bogey was of classic design, with a fully steerable
front axle, but no brakes – that’s what the heels of Clarks’ shoes were designed for! As an only
child, John was much better off than I was as one of four. He got pocket money every week,
whereas, I might have been given a sixpence if my parents were feeling particularly flush, or I
had excelled at school or helped around the house. John got a shilling, weekly, no matter what!
Conscious as he was of my relative poverty in that regard, he would often share his purchases
equally with me at The Candy Box. On one occasion, unable to purchase anything for a penny
ha’penny each, rather than spend a threepenny bit on himself he actually dropped the coin down
the drain! I was impressed with his display of devotion to our friendship, but mortified that he
could dispose of a coin that was fifty per cent of my occasional income, if I had behaved myself!
John and I were not sporty, but were, one day, keen to develop our high jump skills. We tied the
rope at a suitable height between two washing line uprights in his garden and started to clear it
easily as we launched ourselves from the lawn over the rope with a scissors kick onto a gravel
path. In true Olympic fashion, the bar was relentlessly raised in order to establish who would win
‘Gold’ and who would not. John won, as I had to withdraw through injury! It was just as Doctor
Forsyth was stitching up my chin that I heard my mother say, ‘Would it not have been a better
idea to land on the grass rather than on the gravel?’ Sometimes Mums can be wise after the
event, as can 8-year-old boys!That was not the last time that Doctor Forsyth was to be
summoned to repair a wound taken bravely in the pursuit of sporting excellence. My brother
Michael, bless him, decided one evening that it would be a good idea to play rugby together in
our bedroom. Although he and I occupied one of the larger bedrooms in the house, it had all the



clutter of two growing lads, a large Victorian fireplace, chests of drawers and a huge coffin-like
wardrobe. It also had two wooden-framed single beds and it was on the corner of one of these
that, having possession, I felt the full weight of my seven year older brother as he crunched into
me, swept me off my feet and directed the back of my head on to one of the wooden bed legs!
Blood gushed from the wound and Doctor Forsyth once again climbed into his Humber Hawk
and set off to cover the three miles from Cardonald to Waverley Park to patch me up!Although
my mother had held a driving licence previously, my father never had, and with a car being a
luxury and an unnecessary expense, we were regular users of public transport. Tram, bus and
steam train were routine methods of getting into or across the city for the Herriot kids. Going on
holiday was equally an adventure. If we were bound for St Andrews to stay in Fionna Black’s
(one of the Cardonald Mums Triumvirate) flat on Bridge Street, it would entail either a journey by
train or bus into the city centre, followed by a ‘six-man’ march with baggage to Buchanan Street
Bus Station and a coach trip to Scotland’s oldest university city in the Kingdom of Fife. There
was a strict pecking order for mounting the Bluebird bus to St Andrews and, with Michael to the
fore; I could guarantee never being first! Alternatively, if Mrs Walker’s cottage in Lamlash was our
destination, as it became in my teens, then we could let the train take the strain from Shawlands
Station via a change at Glasgow Central and onto the Boat Train through to Ardrossan on the
Clyde Coast to catch the steamer to Brodick on the island of Arran. The four-mile journey to
Lamlash was then taken on one of the oldest buses ever to take to a Scottish road! There next
followed a family trek, lugging suitcases from the village centre, past the putting green and the
tennis courts, and onwards towards the Cuddy Dook and the half of the Walker abode that she
rented out as holiday accommodation. We were always met with a cheery Gaelic ‘ciamar a tha3’,
as if we were long-lost members of the Walker family!Both St Andrews and Lamlash offered
idyllic holiday spots for a young family. Golden beaches, beach cricket, golf, tennis, putting, and
quiet evenings playing board games, although Monopoly, like in most families, was never quiet
and resulted in many feuds! The Clyde or Fife, that’s as far as we ever ventured. Foreign holidays
were not common in the 1950s and 1960s and, even if they had been, we would never have
been able to afford them.I was nine, I seem to recall, when Judith decided it was time that she
taught me to swim. I had no real desire to do so and have never been a confident swimmer, but
Judith was determined and, having forced my rubber ring on, decided that the silver sands of the
West Beach at St Andrews was as good a place as any to start! Have you ever dipped a toe, let
alone immersed your body, in the North Sea? Let me assure you that woollen bathing trunks that
expanded to five times their volume on contact with salt water are not the garment to be entering
the North Sea in – even in the height of summer. An Immersion Suit, as provided in later life by
the RAF to undertake aircrew Sea Survival Drills, is not the greatest fashion item for ‘drowning’ in
the North Sea, but it’s a damn site more comfortable than woollen pants!Judith tried to drown
me! It was a deliberate act and an effort to rid her of this impersonator who had denied her of a
little sister back in 1949! Yes, she held my hand, yes, she reassured me, but she had not cleared
all the debris from underneath the ocean and when I tripped on a rock she let go as I plummeted



to the bottom of the briny! I must have been down there for all of five seconds before the air in
the ring recovered from the shock of having to act and bring me back to the surface! I never
ventured out of my depth again on that holiday and still will not unless I am confident that my
flotation aid is in full working order!At home we were encouraged to entertain ourselves, but we
would often go out as a family either to the Kelvingrove Art Gallery, or to Kelvin Hall to see the
circus when it came to town. My father would routinely take me to Kelvin Hall to the Ideal Home
Exhibition or similar. In the summer, picnics would be taken locally in Pollok Estate, accessible
by foot as long as we were all present to assist with lugging games equipment and food
hampers! Easter Sunday was always spent at Pollok Estate where the large hill allowed us, and
most of the local children, to roll our hard-boiled Easter eggs down the slope to symbolise the
rolling aside of the stone at the door of the tomb – we were not religious, but we were educated
in Christian principles and knew what was symbolic and important in the Christian Calendar.My
father had, amongst his possessions, a number of silent strip ‘flick’ Walt Disney cartoons and an
ancient projector that was regularly set up in the front room for a ‘film show’. These were very
basic cartoons and, given their 1930s vintage, of very poor quality and short duration.
Nevertheless, as kids we were transfixed by them. The strip of picture frames was no more than
eighteen inches long and travelled from right to left past the lens, to be projected onto a sheet
hung across the windows in the front room. Each lasted no more than one minute and had to be
replaced by the next strip for continuity, which always resulted in an argument as to which of the
four viewers would have the honour of replacing it! Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Pluto and many
more, provided hours of entertainment in the Herriot household in the 1950s. My parents also
owned a Victorian Bagatelle Board, which spent most of its life folded in half and stored
underneath the sideboard in the front room. It was about ten feet long and three feet wide when
unfolded and similar in purpose to a billiard table. The major difference on a bagatelle board,
however, was that one end was rounded instead of square. Additionally, instead of pockets
around the edge, at the semi-circular end there were nine cups, one in the middle of the semi-
circle and the rest surrounding it evenly in a ring. The hole in the middle was numbered nine and
the others were numbered one to eight in a semi-random order. A variety of games could be
played, including one where a block of numbered tunnels was placed across the board, which
required great skill and accuracy to score the high numbers as cue shots had to touch the side
before penetrating one of the tunnels. Bagatelle provided hours of fun and heated competition
when it was set up on the dining table at 148 Kenilworth Avenue. When my parents moved to
Ixworth in Suffolk in 1980 they took the Bagatelle Board with them and placed it under their
sideboard again just in case we should ever want to play once more! Sadly, when it came time to
clear my parents’ house, the Bagatelle Board had lost much of its shine and the green baize was
somewhat threadbare, and so the decision was taken to sell it rather than refurbish it; nobody
had a house big enough to store it!Occasionally, my parents would take us ‘Doon the Watter’4
on a Clyde Steamer. Most often this was on board the RMS Waverley, a paddle steamer that
sailed from The Broomielaw in the centre of Glasgow to Rothesay on the Isle of Bute. Because



my father worked Saturday mornings, any family adventure had to be scheduled for a Sunday
when, without fail, we would wear our school uniforms because a) it was the thing to do and b)
we did not have any Sunday Best!
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M. Nelson, “I am a good friend of Dave Herriot and I know him to .... I am a good friend of Dave
Herriot and I know him to be witty and engaging, so my expectations were high when I started
reading his book. I can say that I was not disappointed. He excels at portraying life in a RAF
Buccaneer squadron. During my time with the Buccaneer as an exchange officer from the U. S.
Air Force, I saw, enjoyed, and participated in quite a few of the antics Dave recounts so well.
And the flying he describes! I can only say that if you haven't flown across the bow of a warship
at roughly 500 knots and 50 feet, you've missed something. For anyone interested in the world
of those operating high performance combat aircraft during the years of the Cold War, this is
your book.”

Brian, “Good read. Very interesting and amusingly written tale of misbehaviour and fun and
games in the era of the Cold War. In the days when we weren’t so sensitive to the PC world of
today it was possible to be a professional military aviator and have fun and this shows clearly in
the book.Well done DH”

ken norman, “Thanks For The Memories. Just finished your book Dave, have to admire you for
your brutal honesty throughout. Enjoyed your reminiscences of training, whilst we took different
routes, I never fully realised or remembered how many hurdles we had to clear before finally
hitting the front line on the Buccaneer, although I was quite amused at the massive final hurdle
you had to clear before the OCU. I won’t spoil it for those that haven’t read the story.Having been
with you in the early 70’s, albeit on 16 Squadron, I fondly remember the disco nights and your
antics with the baton and am pleased to see you glossed over the unmentionable goings on in
Block 13a which would be a book by itself.The epilogue brought a tear to my glass eye with the
story of your last Buccaneer flight, and I’m sure that I can speak for all when I say thanks for
keeping our memories alive, it was a wonderful time to be flying a truly great aircraft and your
book does you so much credit and is a fine testament to all the crews who played such a vital
role during those Cold War years.Sent from my iPad”

RED, “The Point of the Sword. An amazing aircraft for its time. I remember them brushing the
treetops while I was on exercise (Army) in Northern Germany. I'm so glad this Navigators liver
survived to tell the tale. Rest in Peace all those talented skilled crew who didn't make and now
are drinking in the Squadron Bar.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What a shame. This was a very well told yarn of an obviously very capable
nav. David appears to have thrown away so many opportunities to reach high or very high rank,
what a waste. Deep sorrow.”

Richard Hainsworth, “Memories of my early Air Force days. Being ex Air Force and ex



Buccaneer engineer it was fun and lots of memories came flooding back, with reasons why we
did what we did, great Book.”

The book by David Herriot has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 47 people have provided feedback.
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